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In no time recording and pub
lishing execs were scrambling for

No band personnel had yet 
selected, though several top 
have already been mentioned.

with, their popularity has waned. 
Combined again, they could be one 
of the biggest things to hit the 
dance band business in years, for 
the band is not being reorganized 
to play a string of concerts—it

The following records represent the 
12-S through 14-S for complete reviews

Honeymoon on c Hocket Ship (Victor 20-5155) 
No Help Wonted (Capitol 23761

will go on the road 
band.

ployee of Nippon-Columbia; lyrics 
are by ex-G.I. Benedict Mayers, 
who is now teaching at Roosevelt 
college, Chicago If the tune turns 
out to be a monej-maker, lyricist 
Mayers’ share of the proceeds re
portedly will go to a Tokyo or
phanage for children of Japanese 
girls and U.S. servicemen.

to be reckoned

(Ed. Note: See page 2 for Jim
my Dorsey’s reminiscences of the 
early Dorsey Brothers days)

hank snow 
hank THOMPSON

any of them, and

EARL BOSTIC 
JOHN GREER

r time for more schools to enter. 
Phe winning college and the win- 
ling high school each will get the 
ialph Marterie Down Beat or- 
ihestra for a day at absolutely no

Steamwhistle Jump (King 4603) 
You Played on My Piano (Victor 20-5170)

JATP 1st Stop: 
Scotland Yard

New York—European fans are 
m for two major disappointments. 
The projected transatlantic trips 
of Count Basie and Tommy Dor
sey have been canceled.

Reason in l»th case- was the 
failure of the European promoters 
to come up with the advance cash 
necessary to justify the venture.

Basie will be at the Band Box 
on Broadway in mid April, when 
he was scheduled for Sweden; 
Tommy will hit the road again, 
either with his own group oi the 
Dorsey Brothers band.

wide interest in dancing. At right. Marttri« gets 
plaque of his own u* leader of one of nation's out- 
•.landing dance bands. Perry Como presented award 
on recent TV -how.

New York—Hank Jones, pianist 
long featured as Ella Fitzgerald’s 
accompanist and a m< mber of the 
JATP troupe, mysteriously failed 
to show up at the airport when 
the Granz unit, left for Europe 
and had not been heard from at 
presstime.

Jones was to have worked as 
•art of the Gent Krupa trio on 

this trip, in addition to accom
panying Ella.

Hollywood — Gene Norman, 
KLAC platter spinner and concert 
impresario, will present a “Duke 
Ellington Festival” at Pasadena's 
Civic Auditorium March 30. In 
addition to the present Ellington 
band, Norman plans to assemble 
many former Ellington »tars for 
the occasion, such as Herb Jeffries 
and Barney Bigard, who now make 
their homes in California.

Also on the bill will be the Her
man McCoy Swing Choir, a group 
of UCLA students, who have done 
a number of TV shows here, and a 
group of modern ballet dancers.

Norman expects to make his “El
lington Festival” an annual event, 
such as L.A.’s “Annual Dixieland 
Jubilee” which is promoted jointly 
by Norman and Frank Bull,

Richard Bowers, now believed to 
be living in Vauxhall, N.J. The 
waxing became a big favorite in 
Japan A sailor brought a copy of 
it to Ralph Story, Hollywood plat
ter-showman, who gave it a whirl 
and was immediately deluged with 
letters and phone calls for repeat 
playings.

New York—Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey are reorganizing 
the Dorsey Brothers orchestra. At press time, negotiations 
were well underway to reunite the brothers as co-leaders for 
the first time in 18 years. The band would be booked by Tom-
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Ge* this: on Young’» return to 
England, ne*«paper« (including 
the trade pre»») piously report
ed that America gave him a 
frantic welcome, that he has 
been asked to fly back for an 
lippearani'« on the Perry Como 
show (Perry and hi* office 
know» nothing .«bout it); that 
his version of Faith I tin Mote 
Mountains has don« 150,000— 
outselling Johnnie Ray and Nat 
Cole; and that Young earned

1 GIVE AND TAKE—Bandleader Ralph Marterie 
(above, left) present» Down Beat plaque to Tom 
Rockwell, president of General Artists Corporation, 
which received th«* award for helping promote nalion-

I The rest of the prizes are also 
tin duplicate. They are:
| Second place: a complete record 
Library for the school.
[ Third place, an auditorium-type 
(television receiver.
I In addition, the student obtain
ing the most points in the contest, 
whether or not he is from th« win 
ning school, gets a $150 world band 
Hallicrafters portable radio. The 
student garnering the most points 
in the winning school, along with 
a companion of his own choice, will 
be a guest of Marterie at dinner.

Points in the contest are earned 
by obtaining subscriptions to Down 
Beat. For further information 
write Down Beat, 2001 Calumet 
avenue, Chicago, Ill.

JapaneseTuneHeading 
For Hit Parade Status

Closing Date 
Nearing In 
Band Contest

They went on to great success 
with their own bands. Tommy hit 
first with his Sy Oliver-Bunny 
Berigan-Edythe Wright crew, and 
later the one with Frank Sinatra, 
Jo Stafford, et al.

It took Jimmy a bit longer to 
click big, but wher he did it was 
with huge impact. When his record 
oi Green Eyes came our, sung by 
Helen O’Connell and Bob Eberly, 
he began his most successful era.

No Europe For 
T. Dorsey, Basie

New York—Pre»« a g e n t r y 
must lx* a lol <*a»icr in I nndon 
than i n phony-publicity-wary 
Manhuttun, if the case of Jim
my Young is a typical example.

Young, a singer ulmo-t un
known in this country, ha» a 
couple of records out on Ion- 
don and spent two weeks here 
plugging them on deejay show«. 
1 I ondon Record» rep here con
firms that these were all unpaid 
appearances, that he did not per-

Sauter-Finegan 
Stick To Studio

San Francisco—A world premiere was held in San Fran
cisco Valentine’s Day, but there were no spotlights, no 
parades, and there was no lineup of visiting starlets.

Instead, there was merely a crew-cut youngster, dressed 
in tweed jacket, grey flannels, tab collar shirt, and a black knit tie; a 
red-headed press agent; and dozens of copies of a new Coral record.

The disc, which was released in ’ne San Francisco area two weeks 
before national release, is Geordie Hormel’s new multiple tape version 
of the old Peter DeRose tune, Twenty-Five Chickens, subtitled The 
Poultry Polka.

Young Hormel, heir to the packing company loot, is the first of his 
family to get the ham on wax, instead of rye. And his merging of the 
meatpacking background with the Poultry Polka came out a dish of 
pure corn that seemed likely to snatch public fancy

Hormel, a shy sort of guy who says “My life is very dull,” flew up 
from Los Angeles for a three-day round of activity that included in
terviews on 15 different disc jockey and TV shows, a press party nt 
the Norma Talmadge home, and a special personal appearance at the 
Emporium, one of San Francisco’:-s big department »tores, where he 
sang, played the piano, and autographed photos. Hormel’s wife, actress
ballerina Leslie Caron, flew up from Los Angeles for the party, despite 
current rumors of their separation

In keeping with the unpredictable public tradition in the record 
business, Hormel’s disc, when played over Bert Solitaire’s Open House 
show or. KRE, drew votes, not for Twenty-Five Chickens, but for the 
flip, a souped-up version of Sweet Georgia Brown.

—Ralph J. GIm«oh

When Ready For Road, 
Would Play Dance Dates

POPULAR
HARRY BELAFONTE Gomen Naso (Vidor 20-5210)
BETTY CLOONEY / Idolise You (Coral 60930)
SAMMY KAYE . Gomen Nasai (Columbia 39957)
STAN KENTON Harlem Nocturne (Capitol 2373)
FRANKIE LAINE-JIMMY BOYD Tell Me a Story (Columbia 39945)
RALPH MARTERIE Caravan (Mercury 70097)
JUNE VALLI Congratulations to Someone (Victor 20-5177)

JAZZ
Cream of the Crop (Blue Note BLP 5019)

Ex-Ellington Stars 
Will Rejoin Duke 
In Coast Concerts

The Dorseys formed their noted, 
if short lived, band in 1934, after 
several years of working sepa
rately as crack sidemen and to
gether in the Paul Whiteman or
ganization. Both were highly used 
in the record studios.

In their first band were men like 
Glenn Miller, trombone, Bob Cros
by, vocals, and Ray McKinley, 
drums. But after a little more than 
a year of working together, their 
turbulent temperaments clashed, 
and they split.

New Y’ork—Bill Finegan and 
Eddie Sauter recorded the first two 
parts of a four-part opus to be 
entitled EP Suite for release on 
extended-play RCA records.

First part of the Finegan-Sauter 
opus was called Horseplay, the 
second Child’s Play. Two other 
parts, not yet titled, were still to 
be recorded.

Sauter and Finegan have still 
not decided on u date for organ
izing their band. Announcements 
of their first bookings were, they 
say, premature, and for the time 
being the orchestra will remain 
strictly a pickup outfit of ace 
studio men.

Hollywood—If a song called 
Gomen Nasai is spinning its 
way into the top hit bracket 
by the time this appears, (as 
seemed fairly certain at deadline 
time) record buyers and listeners 
will be interested in its curious 
story.

Gomen Nasai (Japanese for 
something like “Forgive Me”) was

little song hinting at a Madame 
Butterfly-style romance. Fred 
Raphael of the Walt Disney Music 
Co. sewed up the publishing rights 
and also obtained a management 
contract with Bowers, whose origi
nal Nippon-Columbia master was 
taken over by the U.S. Columbia 
firm.

The melody to Gomen Nasai was 
whipped up by a Japanese em-

Could Be Big
But as the danci band business 

has suffered in the last few years, 
so have the Dorseys. Though they

my’s own office, Tomdor Enterpris
es, and a recording contract with a 
major label was in the offing if 
Jimmy could get a release from 
his Columbia pact, which still had 
considerable time to run.

Jimmy also was working on the 
problem of his booking contract 
with General Artists Corp, and 
was trying to make the adjust
ments that would allow the band 
to he booked by Tomdor.
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Don’t get me wrong. I didn’t

ing, no managers

1950, last

New York—Tai Farlow, guitar
ist who has been featured with the

of them. Some have

records? Sure

The preceding week, if I may indulge in a necessary digression, had 
seen the entirely-unmomentous premiere of what was mj first (and for 
a long time thereafter threatened to be my last) motion picture. It 
was largely an undistinguished, but pleasant, hodge-podge of old Mack 
Sennett film footage featuring such greats as Ben Turpin, Gloria Swan
son, W. C Fields, Bing Crosby, the Keystone Cops, Franklyn Pang- 
born, and Mabel Normand, and my job had been to write and appear 
in several short scenes that would tie the potpourri together and give 
it some sort of “story line.”

For better or for worse, the picture (called Down Memory Lane) 
was completed and released and on the strength of this rather hesitant 
step in the direction of a film career my agent had secured for me a 
booking on a popular radio dramatic program, Hollywood Star Theater.

Lest the title seem a bit presumptuous for a program that featured 
relative unknowns und newcomers to the filmland fold, let me explain 
that a real, live Hollywood star was actually present at each broad
cast.

■s the 
They ■ 
ut leai 
Parad

navy during the war (“I played 
only one job. An officers dance on 
Guam. The regular drummer was 
sick.”) and then came back to be 
married (his wife Pat plays “real 
great piano.” Cal says) and con
tinue studying. He picked up vibes 
on his own, with Lionel Hampton 
as his original inspiration. “It’s 
nlway* been the Hamp for attack

bass and a piano

Say, you know something . . . 
this is the first time someone has 
asked me to reminisce like this in

sort of 
audience.

Holl 
joined

Hamp offered him a job on the spot. 
Hamp’s idea was for tw’o drum
mers. Cal couldn’t see it, because 
he wanted to stay on in Frisco und 
finish his studies, first at San Jose 
State and then at San Francisco 
State.

Later that year when the Dave 
Biubeck small group got underway, 
Cal came in on drums He played

film i 
ber sc 
from Í 
rll am 
be fet 
Param 
Paravi

WEST COAST OFFICE 
6124 Santa Monica Blvd.

“I think 1933 was when we final
ly decided to get a band *ogether. 
We had always used sidem« n who

Sine 
band 1 
'iva! 
height 
borse; 
tempoi 
mix th

Dorsey had their second child last 
month, an eight-pound boy they 
named Steven.

chamí 
itself, 
out, b 
to say

(and he added this as he looked 
his band boy straight in the eye), 
I guess we need a band boy at any 
rate,” and he grimed.

“My favorite Dorsey Brothers

styles that have nothing ready in 
common with mine, and almost all 
of them can outsing me. But, at 
the time I started, I was one of the 
first to show people that there was

to feel and live it I don’t see a soul 
when I’m up there, and I know 
what I’m talking about up there. 
And if yon know what I’m talking

“Everybody used tc carry his 
own instrument. It kinda reminds 
me of the Lombardo band as far 
as the family atmosphere is con
cerned. Sometimes I wish those 
days were back, the days when we 
didn’t have any band boy, no noth-

dtrful 
Here t 
and E 
Zinner 
pictur

that e 
vidua!.

month stated that he would not 
return to California to rejoin Red. 
Instead, he said, he plans to stay 
around the east free-lancing and 
may form u group of his own.

He has received several offers 
to cut his owm record session.

rough 
you ca 
»ring 
ing noi 
breath

things I particularly liked was 
Shim Sham Shimmy. It was ranted 
after Dickie Wells’ Shim Sham 
Club up in Harlem. 1 used to go 
up there and sit in with the ‘snoot’ 
band. Everybody played kazoos 
. . . they had a drummer . . . and a

" Actually, in my own 
don’t really sing. I recite

Boston-F thel aters relaxed 
regal asMiranee after her firM 
on opening night at >ton .ille.
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music in your life. Bunny Berigan 
was in my band at the time we 
cut this Shim Sham Shimmy num

The comedy of insult, it has always seemed to me, is funny- 
only when it occurs in the realm of make-believe.

When a comedian in a night club says to a heckler “Is that 
your face or did you block a kick?” the audience “oars ap
preciatively because they realize that the insult is, first of all being 
voiced by a funny man and, secondly, that his purpose is to get a laugh. 
If one said the same thing to a stranger on a streetcar the incident 
might, after a sufficient lapse of time, become amusing in the telling 
but it would be supremely unfunny at the moment of its occurrence.

There are, nevertheless, certain areas wherein the humor of insult 
may be so delicately applied as to be genuinely laugh-provoking, and 
if the application can take place in such a way as to puncture a vanity 
the effect may be eminently satisfactory, even to the relative unfortu
nate who is the butt of the lest. I know.

I was the patsy one night when Scat Man Caruthers, the energetic 
singer, song writer, and jack-of-all-erterramment-trades, appeared on 
a program of mine originating from Hollywood and gave voice to just 
such a witticism.

New York — Terry Gibbs and 
Don Elliott, whose vibes duets 
were j big draw at Le Downbeat 
last year, are track together.

Elliott gave up hir bandleading 
plans for the present and joined 
Terry > group last month, again 
at Le Downbeat. They’re set to 
open at the Band Box March 13.

show that Jimmy Lyons talked 
NBC into running, and on a batch 
of discs for Fantasy.

Cal was doubling at that time 
on vibes and drums. Then Brubeck 
went to Honoluh and came close 
to killing himself in a freak ac
cident which put him out of action 
for some time. So Cal formed his 
own group and since then has been 
leading it in San Francisco and re
cording for Galaxy.

A vari-talented youngster who 
made several Paramount pictures 
as a kid (“I was mama’s little 
talent—dancing”), Cal took up 
drums in high school. With his al
ready developed sense of rhythm 
it was a natural. He served in the

New lork — When Sidney 
Torch recorded Coronation Scot 
(named for the train) on the 
British Parlophone label, he 
made two masters. One featured 
typical I!English train-whistle ef
fects. The other, made especially 
for tin American market, fea
tured American sound effect« for 
thr train noises.

Last week Coral released the 
record. They rejected the special 
■Meter and used the English ver
sion. More exciting, they said.

Executive and Publication Office 
2001 Calumet Avenue 

Chicago 16, III. Victory 2-0310 
Norman Weiter, Publisher 

Jack Tracy. Editor 
Charles Suber Advertising Mgr. 

Walter Nohstadt, Jr., 
Circulation Mgr.

and feeling,” Cal says, but today 
he likes Milt Jackson “bettei than 
anybody.” On drums, it’s Krupa 
“for his phrasing.”

“I’m not an innovator, I’m not a 
pathfinder,” Cal says modestly. 
“Pin i participator. You should 
play fot yourself and be happy 
playing. It’s possible to enjoy al
most anything. You can participate 
in any number of things and be 
happy. The best is when nobody’s 
trying too hard. Things have to lay 
well. Simplicity is important and 
so is rapport between the guys."

Above all it has to swing to suit 
Cal. And if it does, he’s happy, be 
cause when it stope swinging and 
is no longer fun Cal can retire to 
his l>oat on the San Francisco Bay 
and just sail. That swings, too.

—Ralph J. Gleason
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Well, in the cool of the evening,” 
Ethel broke into laughter again, 
"when I’ve stepped down, my, how 
he’s changed.

"Yes,” said Ethel, “a lot of thesi 
children don’t realize I’m hip.” 
Rex Stewart, who had been listen
ing in, grinned, ’They will if they 
stick around, Ethel.” —tint

.•anged Dese, Dem. And Dose, 
Weary Blues, Annie’s Cousin Fan
ny, that novelty thing. Remember

that? We had a lot of laughs out 
of that one.

“The first intention of the Dor
sey Brothers orchestra was to play 
dance music, regardless of what 
those critics try to tell you. I 
know, because I was the one who 
helped plan those early sessions. 
The band was very small. We only 
had three saxophones, four brass,

been a lot of water under the 
bridge since then. We've played 
more one-niters than I'd care to 
remember.”

That’s what Jimmy Dorsey said, 
one day recently backstage at the

Seville theater.
S The e'd< । Dorsey

This luminary, (it was Joan Bennett in the case of the particular 
program on which I appeared) functioned in a seemingly advisory ca
pacity and gave evidence to the injudicious observer of somehow spon
soring the eager newcomer who w as unleashed on each broadcast. In 
point of fact, however, the stars’ legitimate function was to add glam
our and name-appeal to a program that otherwise might not have 
enjoyed such a respectable rating.

But be that as it may, and I’m afraid it is, I was rather proud of 
the way I disported myself in the role of a plain-talking cab driver 
who, after first finding a dead blonde in the back of his taxi, had to 
work fast to avoid being arrested for the murder, himself.

A year later half-an hour spent in listening to the transcription of 
the broadcast convinced me that my confidence in my dramatic prowess 
had been somewhat misplaced, but on the night of Scat Man’s appear
ance on my program I wa- still feeling a bit puffed up about my ac 
complishmer ts

Time of Day
For the first few minutes of our interview Caruthers and I discussed 

his recent recordings, debated musical viewpoints and trade quips. In 
a momentary lull he said, “Say, by the way, I heard you on that show 
the other night, that Hollywood Star Theater thing. Man, you really 
surpused me.”

“Oh?” I said, bracing myself lightly for what I expected would be a 
compliment to my acting ability. “I surprised you?”

“Yes,” he said. “I didn’t know you could drive a cab!”

reminds me of the fun I’ve had.” 
And he said it as though he really 
meant it.

«cond cUts matter February 25, 1948. Copy- 
•qht. 1953 by Down Beat Inc . all Foreign 
ights reserved Trademark registered U S. 
latent Office IM9. On sale every other

all that time with The Member of 
the Wedding? It’s because,” she 
pointed at the interviewer, “I want 
children like you to hear me and 
remember what you heard.

“People of my generation re
member, but those of the second 
and third generations have heard 
bits and snatches of what I started 
from a whole lot of other singers. 
Now I want to go the rounds once 
more and have them hear the

with your naw. Duplicata copies cannot ba 
sant and post office will not forward copies. 
Circulation Dept . 2001 Calumet Ava.. Chi
cago IA, Illinois- Printed in U. 5. A. Entered 
as second class mattar October 6, 1939 at 
the post office in Chicago, Illinois, under

Ethel, with her accompanist, 
Reginald Beane, has a few more 
nightclub dates and then she plans 
to do a series of one-woman shows 
—“scenes from the plays I’ve been 
in and some songs. After all, I’ve 
been in the business 38 years, so 
I have a big enough repertoire.

“The funny thing about me go 
ing back to the nightclubs,” and 
Ethel began to guffaw, “is when I 
come in to meet the owner the first 
day of the engagement, I look like 
something the Salvation Amy 
brought. And 1 can set he’s 
(¡ragged. He’s probably thinking:

^cing mood. “You 
know,” ne went 
on, “We made 
records with peo
ple like Bing, 

___  Mildred Bail
ey, the Boswell 

Sisters, before we actually formed 
a band that played dance dates.”

b year, $8 two years, 
dvanca Add SI pei 
for foreign subscrip-

Callen Radcliffe Tjader (Jade-er) is a swinger. Right now ? 
he’s playing vibes in the George Shearing quintet, but ever j 
since the end of the war San Franciscans have been won- , 
dering how long it would take for a guy who swung so much * 
to break into the big time.
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Guitarist Farlow 
Leaves Norvo

Don Elliott 
Gibbs In

By Henry Whiston
Montreal—“When you ask 

me to go back 20 years you’re 
taking a chance as far as ac
curacy is concerned. There has
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By LEONARD FEATHER
Fame leapt up and grabbed Joni James by the throat last 

fall when her third MGM release, Why Don’t You Believe 
Me. hit the market. It hasn’t let her alone since then, hasn’t 
allowed her a single day off, and has presented her with
Singers’ Nodes.

“Singers’ Nodes,” explained Joni 
in her 200-words-a-minute, low-cut 
voice- as we sat in her Paramount 
dressing room, “is what cost 
Frankie Lame- three months’ work 
last year. That's what six show 
a day will do to you. Yoi know, 
Eisenhower needs a throat special
ist—all that strenuous use of the* 
voice and no chance to rest; it’s 
rough on him, too, and you know, 
you cun’t whisper, actually whis- 
lering is worse- for it than ipeak 
ng normally. I know plenty about 
breath control, but I neve r * tudied 
music and don’t read it. Naturally 
I don't have my own portable echo 
I'bamber, so I have to place* my 
voice differently onstage to dupli
cate the* recon! sound. You know, I

Brewer Pacted 
For 3 D Movie

Hollywood—Teresa Brewer has 
joined the ever-growing list of 
musical personalitiec set for top 
film assignments. Teresa makes 
her screen debut in Those Sisteri 
from Seattle, in which Guy Mitch 
ell and the Bell Sisters also will 
be featured. It will be shot in 
Paramount’s 3-D color system, 
Paravision.

haven’t had a moment’s test since 
September. Let’s see, what were 
we talking about?”

Much Fun
Trying to follow a conversation 

with Joni may not be as simple as 
chasing your hat in a hurricane, 
but it’s more fun. It was hardly 
a shock to lean: that at 9 she 
joined a children’s dramatic club 
in her native Chicago, and that 
to pay for her ballet lessons, at 13, 
she was resourceful enough to take 
jobs baby-sitting, ironing, and 
working in a bakery.

“While I was at Bowen High,” 
continued the Wishing Ring Girl, 
“I organized a ballet club. I vas 
a feature writer for the school 
newspaper, and sang in the school 
glee club."

Recuperating from an appendec
tomy ->ome months later, she 
switched from dancing to u mainly 
vocal act. For three year.« she was 
a popular solo act in the midwest 
and by no means the complete un
known painted by magazine stories 
since her fame bloomed into nation
wide proportions.

The Switch
Meanwhile she’s changed her 

name. Joan Carmella Babbo had 
evolved into Joni (result of a 
typographical error in the school 
paper) James (after trying out

“Jamison” first) —and pleast pre 
nounce it “Joanie,” not “Johnny.”

"I had quite a following for my 
act,” reflected Joanie. “I used spe 
cial material, comedy, night club 
stuff—I got the knack, the knowl
edge of the business from working 
rooms when- people were drinking 
and you really had to offer iomt 
thing to keep their attention. I 
got to know what all the so-called 
corny people like.”

One of tier more solid clicks was 
registered during a stint uf sever
al months at the Vine Gardens in 
Chicago, where Ray Rodde, a radio 
and TV merchandiser, saw her and 
worked out a personal manage
ment deal He had er <ugh faith in 
her to feel like financing a record 
session. Lew Douglas was called 
in to arrange and conduct. They 
recorded in February, 1952. It was 
a gamble. but it paid off quickly, 
for MGM bought the date and re
leased two sides. Let There Be 
Love and My Baby Just Cares for 
Me. Not too much happened, but 
the second released, Yes, Yes, Yes, 
was coupled with You Belong to 
Me.

Feeling Mighty Low
“It was a limited release, mostly 

around Chicago, and Belong got 
up to No. 4 on the lists in Chica 
go; it wasn’t released nationally 
until later,” Joni relates. “But 
then one day I was sitting in the 
bathtub and suddenly I heard a 
•ecord on the radio. It was Jo 
Stafford singing You Belong to 
Me. It broke my heart; I almost 
killed myself sliding out of that 
bathtub. Every time after that

(Turn lo Page 21)

NEW YORK
Louis Armstrong has most of the work dune on his autobiography 

through 1932, but Prentice-Hal), who will publish it, can’t say yet when 
the whole manuscript will be in or what the publication date will be 
. . . Alfred A. Knopf has released Darius Milhaud’s autobiography 
Notes Without Music . . . Bull Moos* Jackson opened at the Savoy Ball
room . . . Chris Connors quit the Claude Thornhill orch to join Stan 
Kenton . . . Bud Powell did a week at Birdland and is now back at 
work on a fulltime basis.

Le« Brown hit town, played a one-niter at Roseland—his first dance 
date here in seven years- did a Bob Hope TV show, a Coral record 
date and then headed for Indianapolis . Vic Damone will celebrate 
his return to civilian life in April with a date at the Copa . . . Alto 
man Charlie Mariano joined the Chubb; Jackson--Bill Harri« Herd at 
the Bandbox.

Meyer Davis off to England and France, vacationing with family . . . 
Phil Spitalny ork to Havana . . . Norman Katkov, the novelist, will 
write Rudy Vallee's biography . . Remington Records celebi and the 
decontrol of record prices by upping its “low cost” 12-inch classical 
LPs from $2.49 to $2.99 . . Buck Clayton, the day before he left for 
Europe, cut eight sides with the Marlowe Morris trio for Columbia.

CHICAGO
Pee Wee Hunt and Co. currently at the Preview, while at the Capitol 

it’s mark-time until Johnny Hodge» arrives on April 8. He’ll be trailed 
by Cootie Williams’ combo . . . Dave Brubeck’« quintet »nd the Chub
by Jnck«on-Bill Harris bunch open at the Blue Note on Friday the 13th. 
Two weeks later it will be the Stan Kenton band . . . lena Horne comes 
to the Chez Paree the first week of April.

Paul Neighbors’ band at the Aragon, Chuck Foster at the Trianon. 
Jimmy Palmer just closed at the Melody Mill, making way for ■ quick 
return hy Ralph Marterie orchestra . . . Clarinetist Jug Berger left 
Jimmy Ilie'» Brass Rail band, was replaced by Scotty McLearen. Hal 
Otis’ trio just wound up a date there . . Benny Scott, the former Ce* 
Davidson saxophonist, celebrating his loth year as a leader in L:- 
Vegas. His band has the off nights at the Sahara. Flamingo, El Ranch: 
Vegas, Desert Inn, and Last Frontier . . . The Georg Brunis crew still 
at the 1111 club with Bill Tinkler on trumpet.

Harry Belafonte opened at the Black Orchid on March 6 . Joni 
Janies and Ralph Marterie are the Chicago theater bill for March 20 
. . . Rosemary Clooney follows on April 3.

Hokey Tunes Bug' Frank

HOLLYWOOD
Peggy Lee into L.A.’s Cocoanut Grove March 4, sharing assignment 

with Ray Noble ork, but also carrying her own combo as usual. Peggy 
is adding Mike Pacheco, bing bang bongo man heard with the Perez 
Prado Mexican crew Peggy’s regulars are Jimmy Rowles, piano; Irv 
Cottier, drums; loe Mondragon, bass, and Pele Candoli, trumpet . . . 
Tiny Hill in Hollywood briefly to talk picture deal at Paramount. He’ll 
headquarter henceforth in Denver, where he was set for debut as disc 
jockey on KTLN March 2.

Jimmy Ford trio, just back iron: long run in Honolulu, set as inter
mission unit at Palladium with Jan Garber stand, opening March 3 
. Florence Cadrez, longtime recording secretary with AFM’s Local 
707 (colored), resigned to take secretarial assignment in iffice of john
ny te Groen, president of AFM local 47 (white) ... In court: Holly
wood press agent Herman Prujansky with a suit for $100,000 against 
Johnnie Ray. Says Ray hired him at $200 a week for “duration of his 
(Ray’s) career,” fired him last December “without cause or reason.”

By NAT HENTOFF
Buston—“Do I still think it’s hard to find 

a decent new pop tune these days?” echoed 
Frank Sinatra. “Man, it’s worse than ever. 
These trick songs are coming out of my ears. 
But the situation isn’t hopeless.

“First of all, we’ve got to convince the accepted 
songwriters to coine out of hiding and write again. 
The way things are now, they feel they’d be wast
ing their time. Another way is to record and revive 
more uf the -standards—like The Birth of the Blues 
on my last release that way we can at least balance 
the hokey tunes. It’? murder now.

Public Not Square
"And 1 don’t think the reason for the low caliber 

s the public primarily. They’re not that square. 
They certainly weren’t five and 10 years ago when 
at least four out of five of the first ten on the Hit 
Parade were good tunes.

“I think it’s all part of a cycle—including the echo 
chambers and the other gimmicks—that will exhaust 
itself. Everybody now wants to take the easiest way 
out, but eventually the people who have something 
to say musically will be the ones who survive.

“Future plans? Well, I’ve been awarded the won- 
•leiful part of Maggio in the film version of From 
Herr to Etimity. Montgomery Clift, Burt Lancaster, 
and Deborah Kerr will be in the cast, and Fred 
Zinnemann will direct. I expect to be making more 
pictures than before but not all straight dramatic 
ones. Roles like thi i don’t come along that often.”

Sinatra then ^poke long and feelingly about the 
band business and the prospect of its full-scale re
vival. “A- you know, the hand business was at its 
height when I was with Harry James and Tommy 
liorsny. It was great tiaining for me. I learned about 
tempo»—which ones for what tunes—and how to 
mix them up and how to pace a show.

Inflation to Blame
‘‘Somebody—Tony Bennett, I think- said I war 

>he first singer to make it on a popular-enough kick 
" that the way was cleared for other singers. Well, 

whether that’s so or not, it’s true that the emphasis 
on singing certainly hurt the band business. But 
inflation had a lot to do with it, too. The bands be
gan to ask for higher guarantees, the promoters 
passe l the increased cost on to the kids, and they 
couldn’t afford it.

SAN FRANCISCO: Brent Wilson, 
San Jose musician and deejay, now 
with MCA here . Margaret Whit
ing did a one-niter in San Jose at 
State College* with the Del Court
ney band . . . Jimmy Rushing head
quartering in the Baj area while 
working dates up and down the 
coast under the aegis of John Bur
Ton Sophie Tucker, Vice Bon
nie Baker, Billie Holiday, Dinah 
Washington, and Helen Humes all 
in town at once . . . Beryl Booker 
turned up at the Black Hawk with 
Dinah \\ ashington as part of the 
Jimmie Cobb Trio accompanying 
her . . .
. Dave Kriedt’s original composi
tion, Reflections, accepted by Stan

Rex Stewart and J. C. Higginbo 
thnm continue to gladden the Savoy 
management . . . Disc jockeys here 
now refuse to lean on any records 
on which the town’s best known disc 
jockey, WHDH’s Bob Clayton, gets 
an “exclusive.”

—Nat Henloff
ST. LOUIS: Joe Smith and His 

Rampart Street Ramblers have 
served up their Dixieland going 
into a fourth year at the Winder
mere bar . . . Illinois Jacquet and 
his five-piece unit had a good week 
at the Show Bar not far away. 
He was followed by George Shear
ing . . . Teddy Phillip« band play
ing the Casa Loma Ballroom until 
Feb. 24, to v»e followed by Clyde 
McCoy. Le» Brown enters the same 
spot March 4.

blank Sinatra

■ to see th»- bard i come back. One 
get men like Norvo and Goodman

land . . . Alert merchandising on 
the part of Columbia Music: They 
mimeographed a full Stan Kenton 
discography and distributed it to 
the crowds at the Paramount thea
ter during the Biggest Show . .
Jack Sheedy has added a Sunday 
night gig at the Tin Angel to his 
chores at the Rendezvous.

The 
Dorothy 
days at 
Waring 
at Kiel 
towner

Park Avenue Hillbillie.
Shay, had a big seven 

the Chase club Fred 
played to capacity crowd 
auditorium . . Home- 

Roberta Quinlan had a

(and I’m glad to heai about his tour), who know 
how to put a band together, to go on the road. After 
all, there are only a handful of real dance bands on 
the road now, so now can you hope to make the kids 
dance-conscious?

“I know it’s « problem. It’s hard to get good side
men to go on the road, what with studio jobs and 
the like. And Kenton may have a point when he 
says the kids have forgotten how to dance Because 
there hasn’t been enough sound dance music to which 
they could learn. They’re so busy listening to gim
mick record* without any good dance music on them.

"There don't seem to be any parties any more, like 
when I was a kid, where we used to dance to records 
or go out to dance to bands. But if the bands are 
to come back, Lei* Brown is the model. Not this 55- 
piece concert band stuff. Les has stayed with dance
music all along. But your guess is as good as mine 
as to whether they’ll come back. This is a crazy 
bu-ineas.”

BOSTON: Bud Powell made his 
first Boston appearance an a solo
ist at Storyville Feb. 27 for three 
days. He followed the Brubeck 
quartet . . . The Chubby Jacknon- 
Bill Harris All-Stars illuminated 
the Hi-Hat Feb. 22 and Buddy De
Franco’s qu irtei was tentatively set 
for the following week . . . The 
Al Vega trio has been working in
termissions there . House band 
at Storyville for February was led 
by Jo Jone- with Ruby Braff, 
Jimmy Woode and Rollins Griffiths.

Guy Mitchell did well at Blin- 
st rub’s and was succeeded by Alan 
Dean and Patti Page on successive 
weeks . . . The Vic Dickenson band 
at Mahogany Hall may go on the 
road, booked by George Wein

Jack I arter. who are set for two 
. . Jazz of the rough-and-ready
category is available at the Rockin’ 
MB lounge on Collins avenue where 
outfits led by leRoy Lung and Jim 
my Preston battle it out nightly

. Devotees of jazz of a more sub
tle or thoughtful nature frequent 
the Patio lounge of the Deauville 
hotel where it’s the Paul (Buddy) 
Lewis trio . . . Joe Mooney, enjoy
ing greatly-improved health after 
more than a year as a localite, off 
to Gotham last week ... In the 
annex of Bill Miller’s hangar-size- 
Riviera Irene- Williams and the 
Chitiison trio were joined by slen
der Bulee Gaillard and the Herbie- 
Fields group . . . Steve Gibson.

(Turn to Page 21)
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! Caught In The Act
Jackie Gleason, La Vie En Rose, NYC

Jackie Gleason's decision to flex 
his musical muscles liefore the 
public was a source of great satis
faction to him; it was also the 
occasion for much pro and con dis
cussion among show folk.

Jackie's sole role, as far as this 
job was concerned, was that of 
conductor. It was a throwback to 
the days when bandleaders were 
expected to do nothing but wave 
a hand, possibly with a baton in 
it. Jackie improved on this, how
ever; he conducted with his right 
hand and held ■ lit cigarette in 
his left.

Despite this seemingly casual 
demeanor, he was so serious about 
being a conductor that during an 
entire half-hour CBS broadcast he 
didn't utter a single crack between 
tunes. His innumerable strings, 
squeezed almost beyond the hori-

i . provided soothing messages : 
the chief sidenian, Bobby Hack-1

most of the solo 
The strings 

rhythm section

ie stage to assume I 
re«|K>nsibilities. ¡ 

played well, the

especially Milton
as effective— 
Hinton’s bass

and Lou Stein's piano—and once 
in a while there was even an up- j 
tempo tune to relieve the Music ■ 
for Lovers Only mood.

When Jackie tires of his toy— 
and he's virtually admitted the 
venture to be a plaything—he 
might do worse than turn it over 
to his one and only hornman and 
send it on the road as Bobby Hack
ett With Plenty Strings. At least 
it will keep a lot of highly avail
able violinists pleasantly employed.

Mercury Pacts 
Buddy Johnson

New York — Buddy Johnson's 
Decca decade ended here last 
month when the veteran r & b 
maestro signed a three-year pact 
with Mercury records.

Bob Shad supervised the band’s 
first Mercury session, which in
cluded two numbers featuring 
Buddy’s sister Ella—one with No
land Lewis, and one instrumental.

Arnett Cobb, previously with 
Okeh, has also switched to Mer
cury and sliced his first four sides.

Tori Arden, La Vie En Rose, NYC
to bring the customers into this Sarah Vaughan meets British bandleaders Billy Ternent, Vic Lewis, 
smart east side sjiot (of course, and Cyril Stapleton. 
we won’t deny that in her case,

Toni Arden, a neat little pack
age, stepped forth from behind La 
Vie’s curtains and offered a taste
fully-selected program, mostly 
standard tune«, with La Mt r in 
French and, as an encore, Sorrento 
in Italian to show this slightly 
chi-chi crowd that she didn’t have 
to rely on the hit parade.

Toni is another in what has be
come a long line of name singers

Paul Quinichette 
Forms Own Unit

New York — Paul Quinichette, 
featured tenor sax soloist with 
Count Basic, has left the band to 
form his own combo.

The Quinichette quartet will be 
booked by Willard Alexander, who 
also handles the Count. Paul will 
continue to record for Mercury.

h
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Mr. Gleason’s presence didn’t ex
actly scare anyone away). It's a 
policy that has been pursued spor
adically by the Copa and very 
rarely by any other New York

Sarah Vaughan
clubs of this class. Seems 
paying off, too.

to oe

Willi« Shore, Gloria Allyn, Johnny Martin, 
the Ches Paree, Chicago

In British Bow
London—Sarah Vaughan—she’s 

coming, she’s not coming—has ar
rived. She opened at the Royal 
Albert Hall and then embarked

Willie
on a tour of the country.

Her reception at the Albert HallThe act of course is Willie _ _ _____
Shore, and his return to the Windy was terrific. Her performance was 

hiatus of several' notable for an easy stage manner,City after _ -------- _ ---------  —---------,---- _ -----------
years was the occasion of much a flawless command of the voice,
celebrating at the Chez. Not one and restricted use of melodic vari-
to disappoint his audience, Willie ations. Comparatively modest di
went through most of his soft shoe versions replace the flambouyancy 
routines, did his Ted Lewis and of the late ’40s.

versions replace the flambouyancy

Harry Richman bits, then, between 
rapid-fire gags, sang some songs 
and in general ran the gamut of 
his act.

newcomer
scene, Gloria Allyn,

Willie Shore
Chicago’s Chez Paree brought 

home a perennial recently, and he 
again revealed to hometowners 
why he is considered a top comedi
an and song and dance man—one 
who will go down in show business 
history as a little guy who single
handedly could hold an audience 
for an hour or so and still leave 
’em clamoring for more.
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Unfortunately, however, the pro
moters saw fit to employ a band 
which has only recently entered 
the name field as accompanying

ii«: the Arthur Rowberry or-
was brought chestra.

f This band won an amateur band
to the Chicago

in to this show in sup]K>rt of
Shore, and while the young, pret
ty singer was obviously nervous 
as she flirted with the big time 
for the first time, she did a credit
able job with several of the cur
rent hit tunes.

The real sleeper here is Johnny- 
Martin, a guy with a good voice 
and the necessary physical attri
butes. He’s the production singer 
at the Chef, and a fellow to watch, 
for his work has been on the up
grade steadily. And he gets a 
chance on March 20 to double into 
the Chicago theater where he will 
appear with Down Beat’s current 
cover girl, Joni James, and Ralph 
Marterie and his band.

contest two years ago, and has not 
yet sufficient experience to back an 
artist of Miss Vaughan’s caliber.

George Treadwell, unable to 
conduct the band due to the British 
M.U. attitude, rehearsed them 
thoroughly. Sarah’s pianist, John
Malachi, was 
pany her.

During her 
cast via the 
and Canadian

allowed to accom-

stay, Sarah broad- 
BBC with Malachi 
bassist Jack Fallon.

—Mike Nevard

Toast Of Th« Tow«. CBS-TV, Sun. Feb. 15.
Somebody stood this “Record In- who banged out Nola in merciful- 

dustry Salute” program on its ly short order, and George M. Co
head and it contracted a case of han Jr., who proved himself no
vertigo. Instead of starting with 
the granting of the phonograph 
patent to Thomas A. Edison 75 
years ago and working its way 
logically and chronologically for
ward, it devoted the first 20 min
utes to a parade of contemporary 
pop singers—all, for no apparent 
reason, women and children—then 
worked its way back, via a dra
matic scene and an old Bing Cros
by film clip, to the closing se
quences, in which some of the 
alleged “pioneers” of the record 
world were saluted.

Most of the pop singers held 
up well, despite an attempt to 
cram too many into too little time. 
Joni James wondered whether we’d 
heard, Toni Arden bid us return 
to Sorrento, teardrops sullied Sun
ny Gale's pillow, Eileen Barton did 
a cute production bit while baking 
a cake, and Teresa Brewer waltzed 
again. Jimmy Boyd then waged a 
battle (at two four-bar paces, it 
seemed) with Ray Bloch's orches
tra from which neither emerged 
victorious, and Molly Bee buzzed 
as pleasantly as a buzz-saw.

The scene from Arnahl and the 
Night Visitors, in addition to be- 
ng indifferently sung, seemed to 

have a tenuous title to a place on 
this show. As for Vincent Lopez,

George M. Cohan Sr. when he 
closed the show with Yankee 
Doodle Dandy, one can only wish 
that they had been placed in their
correct sequence so that 
could have closed with a 
tive bang instead of a 
cracker.

the show- 
com para
wet fire-

Vaughn's Going I 
To The Dogs

Borton—Vaughn Monroe was 
named to present awards al the 
Eastern Dog (Jub* 40th annual 
show Feb. 22 and 23 in Boston. 
Monroe presented a scroll to the 
“Obedience Dog of the Year” 
and awarded cash prizes in the 
Eastern Dog Show talent contest.

It was carefully explained to 
dogs entered in the talent con
test that the lop award did not 
necessarily includr a recording 
contract.
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Bushkin Figures Way 
To Beat British Ban

London—Joe Bushkin, American pianist with the built-in 
mouthpiece, talked his way into London—and talked his way 
out again in a few days.

Joe arrived after a four-day visit to Paris, and returned 
to the French capital after a whirlwind trip round London. He is fol
lowing up with Madrid and a two-week stretch on the French Riviera.

Joe is holidaying, but found time for a couple of business talks with 
Jose Ferrer. Ferrer’s play, The Shrike, was just opening in London; 
Joe is writing the score for the film version.

He is also on a dollar-losing mission. "I don’t want to make any 
money here,” said Bushkin at London Airport. “In fact, I’m willing to 
lose a few dollars just so I can play piano.”

Joe had heard about the British ban on American jazzmen. “O.K., 
so I’ll book the Festival hall and put on a classical concert. I’ll play a 
minuet or something; then, when I’ve got everybody inside, I’ll go into 
Honeysuckle Rose.

“I’ll be well stuck into the blues by the time the police arrive.”
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Professor McSiegel Speaking

novel TV radio panel show,

waiter»

Movie Musicwho held

-imple, unpretentiousturn

off-night at Kelly’s

(Will McSiegel at Car-That was a crucial moment negie Hall" Will Ginny find happi-
Neil’s that

Kummi'd Ground

DERU REEDS
'Speciale

For SAX and CLARIXET

MgMIgMag

and convince yourtel

tentatively titled Four Grand, in 
which all the panelists will be 
pianists and all questions will be 
answered on the keyboards.

Tonight We Sing (David Wayne, Ezio Pinza, l»uac Stern. Roberta Peters, 
Byron Palmer).

McSieger« Illegal Eagle*

worked there

ing. Try a Deni Reed

played 
Stable.

When • player asks his dealer for DERU REEDS, 
he is certain of getting a dependable reed. He 
knows that inferior reeds cause him trouble in play-

mounded progressively worse.
When we had made enough loot 

out of these concerts to pay our 
way back home, we decided to re-

The boys in the band, 
the K «nditorei in low esteem, nick-

the Kur- 
Dreiund

Stewart’s ope ation has been un
successful? Will the doctor tell 
Shirley what makes Sammy run? 
The answer to there and other 
pivotal questions will be found in 
Chapter II of McSiegel’s Concert 
Memoir- in the April 8 Down Beat. 
Don’t fail to miss it.)

when 1 was playing a four-hour 
location (with two two-hour op
tions) at Max Apfelstrudel’s Kon
' ■ — ■ just 19

Morgan’s WMGM inteiview show 
one recent night and next day 
Simon & Schuster called with an 
offer, and Jack Egan, Krupa’s 
publicist, has just finished his first 
draft of a book on his old boss, 
Tommy Dorsey.

(Ed. Note: These are unhappy days at the Down Beat1- 
» T»___X?________ X— 1 vnzilrzvi' '»»»rl tirn’ro

Top U.S. Stars To 
London Palladium

most sorry to see him again in the r inks of journalism (the 
rankest sort). As you know, the professor was fit st famous 
as one of the hindmost sousaphone artists of the 1890s, hav
ing once inpersonated Clifton Webb at a county fair. Later, 
as an annalist and analyst of music, he authored such death
less monographs as I Saw Six’ Nose Bleed, Stalemonth La- 
Puss Invented the Blues in 1790, and When I Led New York’s 
First 11-Piece Trio. Reprints of these are available at 10 
cents a bushel, in Confederate money.)

TYPICAL HOLLYWOOD CHEESECAKE? Maybe, but the hunk of 
glamour by the inevitable swimming pool ia the Metropolitan Opera’s 
Roberta Peters, who make« her screen debut in 20th Fox’s biofiln. 
Tonight Wo Sing. With moat major studios planning operatic filarti 
thia year, future look» bright for Roberta.

ditorei Und Brauhaus, 
miles from the heart of 
fuerstendamm on Route

IST ANNUAL DANCE BAND 
DIRECTORY A BUYERS GUIDE

Allen Ripe For 
Pink Elephant'

How's Music? 
It's All Write

Feature* and picture* cf fanes* 
ballroom* throughout the country.

chrtte, 
. with 
and to

Well, to make a -hort story 1-ng, 
we bummed around the continent 
until our funds ran out (accom
panied by our manager). Patrick 
O’Lipschitz had long since hocked 
his last fluegelhorn, and the bunch 
of us were, to be absolutely frank 
with you, flatter than Pat’s high 
II Natural. So that is how we 
wound up in Max’s Konditorei.

Not having any horns, we

during 
th No
nental. 

with
< Mer- 
■ sides.

small-band jazz format for »while 
to play in ->mple, unattended clubs. 
But fate decreed otherwise. Some
body up at the Moe Storm agency 
got two contracts mixed up—ours 
• ind the New York Philharmonic’s 
—and as a result, we found our 
selves booked into Carnegie Hall 
while the New York Philharmonic

20th Hits Some Musical 
Highs In Hurok Biofilm 
__________________ By CHARLES EMGE__________________

vili be r, who 
11 will

READ a-

awhile. Eventually we pooled our 
tipr ind made a mass descent upui 
the local pawnshop, Fritz Mendel- 
i-ohn’s Schweinische Hockerei.

When we presented our claims, 
it turned out there had been some 
kind of a mixup in the tickets. Our 
>wn instrument.-, had been turned 

loose, and instead, we received an 
assortment of unfamiliar horns 
and boxes. On showing them later 
to a group of more W'orldly rnusi- 
cians, wi were told they consisted 
of three violins, two violas, a cello, 
an oboe, a bassoon, nnd other in
strumental rarities of this type.

London — Palladium boss Vai 
Parnell is making big bookings 
for his coming Variety season.

Mary Small opened on March 
2 for a three-week season; then 
come Johnnie Ray (March 23), 
Tennessee Ernie (April 6), Eddie 
Fisher (May 11), Danny Thomas 
(25th), Dear Martin and Jerry 
Lewis (June 22).

Most of the artists will make 
additional concert appearances dur
ing their British sojourn.

jazz history. In fact, there was 
only *>ne hitch no concert hall. We 
set to work with scissors, glue and 
wood, and within three weeks we 
had expanded the Konditorei into 
the finest municipal auditorium 
you ever saw; and the best ven
tilated. (We added the roof later.) 
We sent out engraved invitations 
to our first concert of “Progres
sive Music.” The name had been 
suggested by Wingy FitzGoldberg, 
and it turned out that “Progres
sive” wa- just the right word for 
it, because at every concert it

named it “The Upholstered Sewer” 
(an unfair allegation, since the 
Konditorei actually was not up
holstered). We used this job us a 
place to sit down when times were 
slow, but this was one of our good 
years, »o we didn’t spend more 
than 50 weeks in the joint.

This being shortly after the 
Civil War, the group was known 
as McSiegel’s Illegal Eagles, and 
appropriately, the whole thing be
gan when we went on our first 
flying trip to Europe. This was an 
historic venture in itself: airplanes 
not having been invented, the 
crossing was extremely hazardous.

“A fine thing!” commented Pat. 
“Here we are, the most modern 
jazz outfit in Germany, and we 
wind up with a trunkful of long
hair instruments. What can we,” 
he continued, “do?”

Suddenly it struck me. My eyes 
lit up and my stomach said howdy 
A brainstorm! “Why not take 
these longhair instruments into a 
longhair joint?” I suggested.

New York — Steve Allen, TV 
star and Down Beat columnist, 
was negotiating at presstime to 
make his stage bow in Pink Ele
phant, a comedy by John Fuller 
which is due to start rehearsals 
shortly.

Allen, now seen regularly on 
What’s My Line and the Monday 
evening Talent Patrol, may also 
appear as moderator-pianist on a

Hollywood—Give 20th Century-Fox a pat on the back for 
something better than a good try in Tonight We Sing, in 
which David Wayne, with a Russian accent that seems to 
get away from him now and then, gives a friendly screen 
portrayal of impresario Sol Hurok. The bustling, astute Mr. Hurok will 
be gratified, and many of th« artists he has presented may be slightly 
surprised, to find him pictured as a man to whom financial matters have 
been of virtually no consequence.

In any event, Tonight We Sing is a fairly well-told account of Hurok 
an a Russian immigrant who makes his way to the U.S. under the mis
taken impreirion that he has been engaged by basso Feodor Chabapm 
(Ezio Pinza) to arrange a tour for the singer, finds himself stranded 
in New York, works—and talks—hit- way from trolley car conductor 
to a position of well-earned eminence in the field of concert, opera md 
ballet promotion.

Tonight We Sing is superior to most pictures of this psuedo-bio- 
giaphical type in that, with some exception«, the operatic and concert 
excerpts ure not the usual run of over-worked warhorses. The “Coro
nation” and “Death Scene” from Mussorgsky’s Boris Godounov are not 
exactly “popular classics.” Their presentation here, with Pinza in the 
role created by Chaliapin, marsi an important musical and dramatic 
experience.

The same is true, but to a lesser extent, of the excerpts from the 
Mendelssohn concerto performed by violinist Issac Stern (in the role 
if Eugene Ysaye), and even the casual moviegoer sh-.uld enjoy thi duet 
from Madame Butterfly as performed by Roberta Peters and Byron 
Palmer (with the voice of unseen Jan Peerce). Roberta, incidentally, is 
the cutest little doll who ever i-ipped to Hollywood from the stage of 
the Metropolitan Opera House. But the exc«rpts from Faust, despite 
the excellent performances, are still tired, phony samples from a tired, 
phony opera.

in the concert hall.
Personally, 1 take a position 

squarely halfway between these 
two. This is about three blocks 
from Carnegie Hall and three 
blocks from Birdland.

The whole germ of the jazz con
ceit idea germinated in Germany,

By S. ROSENTWIG McSIEGEL
There are two schools of thought on the subject of jazz 

concerts. .
One school maintains that the concert hall has no place in 

jazz. The other school stoutly protests that jazz has no place

New York—There’s plenty of 
action in literary circles on the 
band business these days.

Park East, the sophisticated 
magazine, has taken a photo 
spread and is readying a feature 
on Charlie’s Tavern, th, m.ijiciani’ 
hangout. George Frazier has fin
ished an article on conditions if 
the band business for Esquire, on 
ibsignment. Bill Treadwell is col
laborating with Bob Crosby on a 
book about the latter’s life.

Gene Krupa made a remark 
about being interested m doing
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By NAT HENTOFF
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BUDDY DE FRANCO is representative of the new generation

tradition and keenly aware of what fine clarinet placing

should and can be. it is for such as you that the Leblanc

and confidence in your playing. If you have yet to try this

inspiring clarinetist's clarinet, there is a thrilling experience

store for you. Plan to visit your Leblanc dealer soon1

or write G Leblanc Company, Kenosha, Wis.

too, to Norman Granz for 
the taste to commission

It occurs to me that regular readers of this biweekly rondo 
may have come to think that I am a dour soul who sups on 
bitter herbs and plays 78 records at 33 to count the clinkers 
the more easily. To indicate that this is not altogether true,

Symphonic was created — to help y ou broaden your musical

book on "Modern Music." See your Leblanc dealer

ing < 
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in ti 
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two authors who

The Story Behind Arrest 
Of New Harmonica Star

colade, 
having 
him.

horizons, to bring you a new concept of freedom, relaxation

trial here 
principal

Rue 
lead

Les 
with

bia would 
ends.

There i
should be included in this panor
ama. One is a composer b\ trade, 
u lather gifted cat named Stravin
sky, who says: "The trouble with 
music appreciation is that people 
are taught to have too much re
spect for music: they should be 
taught to love it instead.”

TW TO CLARINETISTS — Buddy De Franco's

amplified harmonica.
So, whatever became of Les?
Well, Les has been having his 

troubles. As noted in our reports 
at the time Les broke into the 
music news hereabouts, he had

of clarinetists — sincere young artists unfettered by

himself a good steady job as a 
deputy clerk in the traffic division 
of the Los Angeles Municipal 
court. We say HAD a job, because 
Les managed to get himself in
volved in a ticket-fixing racket, 
along with a couple of colleagues, 
jne of whom was also an L. A. city 
employe and with many more years

learning music as a language. This 
implication is false. Music, in the 
sense that it is a language, must 
be learned just as any other lang
uage must be learned.”

Well, that finishes the accolades 
for this solstice. A final award, 
though, to Duke Ellington for the 
most lyric bop story yet. He tells 
of the cat who was uncertain as to 
whether u certain chick returned 
his eyes. So, in the time-honored 
procedure, he sped to the nearest 
meadow, selected a crazy daisy, 
and began plucking the petals, 
mumbling alternately: “She digs 
me the most ... No eyes . . . She 
digs me the most ... No eyes . . .

»a» hailed as one of the moM ex
traordinary artiste in the field of 
modern jazz (or whatever you like 
lo call it). Not because he’s an
other Brubeck, Parker, or Gilles
pie. because he isn’t. But he's still 
the greatest jazz musician playing

department than 
To Trial 

wai- brought to 
the others—the

By HAL HOLLY
Hollywood—Release by RCA-Victor of the Gene Norman* 

produced LP aeries of sessions -tarring jazz harmonica player 
Les Thompson, who made headlines in Down Beat last year 
(April 4, 1952) call- for a sequel to thal story, in which Les

The othe i is Theodoie M Finney 
o' the University of Pittsburgh 
who wrote in Hearing Muait (Har
court, Brace) : ‘“Music is the uni
versal languag«' This quotation, 
perhaps more often than any oth
er, is used whenever the occasion 
seem« to demand that something 
important be said about music. It 
is almost always used with the 
implication that the universality 
of music nullifies the necessity f

Billie Henry, bonne chance.
Then there is David Stone Mar

tin, who revolution.i-*d the art of 
record cover design. That his tal
ents have continued to mature is 
evidenced by his startlingly pow
erful drawing for the new Billie 
Holiday album on Mercury and a 
blazingly humorous sketch foi the 
Charlie Parker South of thi Bor
der set for the same label. An ac-

Across the sea to France <nd 
Jazz-Hot, a publication that has 
done an enormous amount to ori
ent Europeans in the evolution of 
jazz. It’s a pleasure to read, not 
only for the illumination of most 
of the articles but the clarity of 
the prose and the knowledgeable 
musicianship of such writers as 
André Hodeir. A special nod to 
Bons Vian, the ferocious writer 
of the press review column.

Back to record companies and 
a tribute to Columbia, the first 
really large company to undertake 
a series of releases of w’orks by 
contemporary American compos
ers. The first six LPs have been 
ssued and include works by Cage, 
Piston. Thomson, Ives, Harrison, 
Copland. Kohs, Schuman, Dahl, 
Moore, and Riegger. If some of 
those names are unfamiliar to you. 
here’s a chance foi some valid 
new kicks. Now, if Mitch Miller 
would hear the call and devote 
just a minute percentage of time 
and money to a similar echoless 
endeavor for modern jazz. Colum

wili' be to give \J 
modern musi
cians and c o m- 
posers a w*ork- 
shop in which to 
bring forth new 
ideas and express 
themst Ives f ully 
without e n c u m • 
brance.” S o , t • 
the Weinstocks, pere

here is a column of praise and^” 
hosannas instead of the usual viv
isection.

First, to Prestige Records in : 
general, for their consistent efforts i 
in the promotion r—
of first-rate con
temporary jazz. l’A I 
Specifically, for 1
their newest \ \ i \ i 
project—the New W \ \ <
Directions series. . '
As their an- K I / 1
nouncement her-\ ' / ]
aids, “the objec- \ / i
tive of the series \ I i i

charge was “destroying or remov
ing public records”—and convict
ed. At this typing he was awaiting 
sentence. We bring this up not to 
make copy out of Les s misfor
tunes—or misdoings, as they may 
be—but because we happen to 
know that Les “fixed” many a 
parking ticket for his musician 
friends -friends who could have 
well afforded the few bucks’ pen
alty—and that from these 
“friends” L< s didn’t collect a cent.

Thompson’s friends here, includ
ing those who never took advan
tage of his good nature and posi
tion to get their parking tickets 
“fixed,” hope he get^ the benefit of 
whatever leniency the law allows 
in his case.

Mooney Over Miami, 
Heads For New York

New York—Joe Mooney, after 
spending the last year in Miami 
playing organ und singing, returns 
to New York this month when he 
opens with his trio at the Blus 
Note in March 19.

Duke Ellington Finds 
Bellson Replacement

New York—Philadelphian Dave 
Black has replaced drummer Louie 
Bellson in the Duke Ellington rhy
thm section. Bellson left last month 
to go on tow with Pearl Bailey. 
Singer Betty Rocht also recently 
left the orchestra.

LEBLANC 
\ OAR IS /
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B NATURAL is of course, key in which gentleman at the piano, Billy Eckstine1, is playing here as he 
drops in backstage al San Francisco's Paramount theater lo visit stars of “The Biggest Show.” Shown re
laxing between performances with B and Flip Phillips, (center, standing) who dropped in with singer 
during one-day show, are (left lo righl) Earl l-ong, manager of ihr Paramount: louis Jordan. Nai Cole, 
and Stan Kenton.

HORNING IN on bandleader Ray Anthony, former heavyweight box
ing champion Primo Camera gives lip service to music as he trampets 
his arrival at Hotel Statler, Nev, York. Ray managed to retrieve his horn 
in time to resume duties on bandstand in hotel’s Cafe Rouge, where 
Anthony men were amidst a recent engagement.

WATCH THE ENGINEER!—MGM record artists Fran Warren and Ken Remo, with Capitol disc star 
Mel Torme, visit Bill Silbert (seated, right) on recent Silbert at Six show over WMGM. Novel feature 
of Silbert show is Saturday nighl dancing to Joel Herron orchestra. Platter-spinner has announced inten
tion of making “creative contribution lo teenage entertainment” through his “Saints and Spinners” duh, 
for which picnics, theater parties, and other social activities are planned. Busy Silbert also beams advice 
at his teenage audience on Monday-through-Saturday show.

OLD GRADS of Sammy Kaye orchestra stage a reunion here as Ernie 
Rudy, (left) is welcomed lo Coral label by singer Don Cornell. Band
leader Rudy, who, with several erstwhile swing-and-swaymen, recently 
-truck out on his own, here gets handclasp and copy of latest Cornell 
prewing from former Kaye vocalist.

THEY’RE PLAQUE-HAPPY—Two winners in the Down Beat 1952 poll receive their plaques from Gene 
(Just Jazz) Norman on his KHJ-TV show in Hollywood. Lucy Ann Polk, Les Brown singer who has won 

DOUBLE DOSE of keyboarding Is dished up here by Mary Lou the “Girl-Singer-with-Band” top spot two years in succession, and Brown, himself, whose unit took an award 
Williams and Marian McPartland, whose paths crossed recently at social in the ’’Best Band” division, are the recipients. Art Pepper, alto sax winner, also received his plaque on 
lathering in London. Norman show, whirh featured Snader Telescription shorts of Les Brown band.
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Chords and Discords growing out of the side of their
heads.

Chicago
Babs, Stabs

and gives the musicFiend

sup

tone and

singing the praises of National’s solid body guitar—the
consider the book

easiest and most wonderful instrument to play.

VALCO MFG. CO., Chicago, IU.

(But) why 
“disservice'

Fran Warren’s vocalizing is so 
beautiful it makes Ella Mae Morse

Jack Garrett, WQBC 
Vicksburg, Miss.

“so how come he doesn’t play any 
thing?”

tisements say it has been 
pressed.”

The French have some

Barbara Coogans can crawl back 
into the envelope. I don’t mind 
admitting that Fran Warren has 
a good voice and that Ella Mae 
Morse isn’t worth a bag of beans,

instruments. Students, amateurs and professionals, too, are
performance never before possible in conventional-type

business the sorriest blow it’s had 
What I don’t dig about Mezz is

Here’s the newest in the electric Spanish guitar

but ... if Doris Day and Patti 
Page are “high school amateurs,” 
how come they are two of Ameri
ca’s biggest recording stars?

Joy Carson 
Miami, Fla.

I think Barbara ought to wise 
up and stop trying to compare 
Fran Warren with the queen of 
recordings, Patti Page.

Betty Lapcocido 
Philadelphia, Pa.

opinions about the U.S. and jazz 
but this really shocked me. We 
have enough trouble with our Me 
Carrans, Jenners and McCarthys 
and then this kid believes the fed 
eral government has banned the 
sale of Really the Blues . . . Prob
ably an over-zealous publisher saw 
the chance to turn a few sales.

To the Editor:
I agree with Barbara Coogans. 

You’ve sunk pretty low in ability 
to judge real talent and real music. 
At that rate, just stick to the fads 
and gimmicks.

It’s time the music publishers 
and disc jockeys stop pushing this 
trash on the public, before our 
children all grow up with tin ears

As a clerk in a magazine store 
I recommended and sold seven 
copies of Really the Blues, and 
ours is a very small town. Modern 
jazz is all Mr. Mezzrow called it 
... a lot of noise for nothing. The 
trouble with Mr. Hentoff is he’s 
forgotten what real straight-from- 
the-heart jazz is. I suggest that 
when the great artist gets back 
home we honor him with the prop
er respect due a great musician.

Dottie Ryan 
Pine Hill, NJ.

Mrs. J. Sanko 
Minneapolis, Minn.

Bill W. Barhaur 
Florence, S.C.

For years musicians have been 
trying to bring the profession to 
this side of the tracks. When a 
jazz star gets caught with the hot 
stuff it always makes big head
lines, but . . . (this represents) . . . 
a small portion of the entire musi
cal populace. So along comes Mezz 
and writes an entire book, Twenti
eth Century Confessions of a Dope

To the Editor:
I just read the “Letter to Vir

ginia” by Leonard Feather, and I 
don’t think anyone could have 
summed up Pops so beautifully. 
I’ve cut it out and will carry it in 
my wallet to show to some of my 
friends who haven’t got Louis un
der their skin yet. I think he (Leon
ard) could have added “Long Live 
T .All 1 C ToiAP T

To the Editor:
In answer to Mr. Kenton’s rash 

statement in your Feb. 11 issue 
about us “kids” knowing nothing 
about dancing . . . who can dance 
to that goshawful stuff Stan calls 
dance music?

I’ve been to only two of Stan’s 
dances, but every time I could 
manage to dance to only about 
three numbers the whole evening 
—and then only before he changed 
into some unorthodox tempo, and 
right in the middle of a dreamy 
ballad, at that.

As far as we’re concerned he 
doesn’t ever have to play for an
other dance again. We’ll take Ra\ 
Anthony or Les Brown any old 
time.

To the Editor:
I’ve been wanting to write you 

about your excellent publication 
for many months, and it was your 
recent addition of a hi-fi section 
that finally drove me to do it.

I’ve been a swing and jazz rec
ord collector for over 10 years. 
Over a year ago I purchased a 
hi-fi phono system to replace my 
worn-out table model phono and 
was amazed at the tremendous dif
ference it can make, even on jazz 
records. The number of full range 
recordings of jazz can be counted 
on one hand, but I would like to 
recommend to your readers with 
hi-fi systems two obscure records:

The first is a 78 rpm on 12-incb 
vinylite by Harry Bions’ Dixieland 
Band (Audiophile AP-1) . . . 
(with) . . . three tunes on each 
side: Pon Goes the Weasel, ^’o, 
verine Blues, Chimes Blues/Lassu* 
Trombone, Tia Juana. Copenhagen. 
You have to hear it to believe it. 
It’s the only jazz record in my col
lection that I can play with the 
tweeter control on my speaker all 
the way up.

The second is by Louis Arm
strong’s vocalist, Velma Middle
ton—Big Mama's Back in Town/ 
Goodbye, Good Luek, Good Rid
dance (Middle-Tone #1). While it 
nowhere approaches the aforemen
tioned record for true fidelity, it 
is above the average of what is 
available at the record counters.

You can see why I am pleased 
that you added the hi-fi section. 
If anyone wonders if the added ' 
money for a hi-fi phono system 
is worth it (as I did) let this as
sure them that it is.

Milton Sheppard 
Morton, Pa.

To the Editor:
Thanks to Leonard Feather for 

his mention of me in his feature 
column Feb. 11. To be mentioned 
in the same breath with Louis 
Armstrong is high praise indeed 
and doubly so coming from as 
capable a critic as Leonard Fea
ther.

Barbara Coogans is a little back
ward. All Fran Warren does is 
repeat what is on paper, but . . . 
Patti Page sings from the heart.

Jeannie DePago 
Philadelphia, Pa.

was enlightening in that it pre
sented the viewpoint of a “minor
ity figure” of jazz, even though it 
can be argued whether he plays 
passable jazz or not.

Paul Sanzenbach 
Albuquerque, N.M.

and other singers look smaller 
than lead on a pencil . . . The way 
you rave over some of these two- 
bit singers kills me.

Fran Laino 
Chicago, Ill.

Hi-Fi Hosannahs; That 01 
Mezz Row; Frans, Foes

To the Editor:
Mr. Hentoff’s Feb. 11 column 

reminded me of an incident that 
took place in Paris last summer. 
I went to dinner at the apartment 
of a respectable, upper-middle
class family and found one of the 
sons (age 20) to be a fan of Mezz 
row. He took down a book, Really 
the Blues, translated as Rage de 
Vivre, and seemed surprised when 
I told him I had read it.

“But isn’t this book banned in 
the U.S.?’’ he asked. “The adver-
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Sherwood, Now A DJ 
Let s Elks Parade By

By GEORGE HOEFER
“1 got shanghaied into the band business by that Elk’s 

Parade thing, and it brought me seven years of bad luck.” 
So spoke Bobby Sherwood recently in New York, where the 
ex-bandleader has become a successful disc jockey.

10-S

LATEST
POPULAR HITS!

HmlUd

DICK HYMAN PIANO SOLOS (U—le 
EdiUoas, Feb. 1, 1953). Kurt Weill »O«»"

RALPH MARTERIE
AND HIS DOWN BEAT ORCHESTRA

PRETEND
AND 

AFTER MIDNIGHT
MERCURY 70045 • 70045X45

Stair»:

DICK HYMAN PIANO bOLOS lUaui«

BOB CREWE with GIL EVANS* ORK

d Dann* Bank * rhy th

1/19/531. Teddy Charles, vibes* Ed Shaugh*

Bobby Sherwood

Mundell

In 1942, after Bobby’s harmless^
up his horse Lady Buck, stabled in

CHARLIE SPIVAK'S ORK (King. 1/12

MACH I TO'S AFRO.CI BANS (Seeew, 1/29

ERNIE RI DY’S ORK

I H.hf

RECORDS

Charle».

ART MOONEY’S ORK (MGM, I/O/53I. 
Crumpet.----Bobb. Herketi, BUI, Butterfield,

AND 

TEXARKANA BABY 
MERCURY 70077 • 70077X45

ANNE HATHAWAY « ilk LITHER HrN. 
3/2/53). DUk

Scheringer, pereu»*ion.

NANCY HEED «ilh IM»N COSTA'S OHk 
1/SS3).

MfKUSY MCMM, CHICAGO, Hl.

MIKUrr tKOMH Of CAÑABA ITO, HMONTO.

little blues ditty became an "over- 
a-million” seller, the pressure was 
on for him to go out and meet his 
public. Sherwood and his band 
barnstormed back and forth from 
California to New York for seven 
long years before Bobby could dis
engage himself from Elk’s Parade.

He found that name bandleading 
left very little time for musician
ship with all the one-niter jumps, 
autographing records in shops, and 
the necessity to keep the book filled 
with current uninteresting novel
ties and banal ballads.

DJ Pins TV
Sherwood is currently doing two 

mad disc jockey session* over WJZ- 
ABC. He also has a regular spot 
on Milton Berle’s weekly television 
show, and is very proud of the 
studio band that plays the show. 
In it are such musicians as Toots 
Mondello, Billy Butterfield, Yank 
Lawson, Charlie Margulis, and 
sketches himself, Sherwood is still 
the musician digging what is hap
pening.

He starts his disc jockey day at 
the time he used to go to bed 
around 6:30 a.m. The stint runs 
until 8 a.m., at which time he picks

Juilliard Cats 
In Jazz Bow

New York — Considerable ex
citement has been caused around 
town by the professional debut 
here of a young band of Juilliard 
music students under the leader
ship of 22-year-old Sperie Karas, 
a drummer from Ashland, Ohio.

Karas’ crew, which combines 
jazz with a string quartet some
what along the lines of the origi
nal Artie Shaw outfit, features ar
rangements by Elliott Glenn.

The sidemen, all still studying 
at the Institute, most of them with
out any professional background 
until they played a week at Bird
land and a benefit concert at Car
negie Hall shortly after Christmas, 
include Vic Carroll, clarinet; Frank 
Langone, flute; Sy Shaw and Joe 
Lanza, violins; Gene Sands, viola; 
Ed Basson, cello; Sam Gill, bass, 
and Jerry Robbins, piano and bas
soon.

back of the New York ABC studio 
building, and heads for Central 
Park (Bobby calls it Sherwood’s 
Forest) to trot himself out of the 
tendency to go back to sleep. Late 
in the afternoon between 5:15 and 
6 p.m. he makes with the turn
tables again on the Bobby Sher
wood Show No. 23. Bobby’s theme 
is his own Cottontail.

The chief gimmick of Bobby's 
radio presentations has to do with 
a crazy introduction to each record. 
These usually take the form of 
Sherwood, himself, performing the 
forthcoming tune in the style of 
the artist who made the record. He 
also uses original stories to lead 
into records and transcribed com
mercials. For instance, he will say 
he played poker last night with 
Frankie Laine, Dick Haymes, and 
Frank Sinatra. Laine won the reds, 
Haymes took the whites, but where 
were the blues? Sinatra sings These 
Are the Blues, and there you have 
the record.

Gimmicks Galore
Sherwood’s stories, used as lead- 

ins, are copiously illustrated by 
sound effects. The day we caught 
the show he used: a window falling 
shut, a siren to give a fire engine 
effect, a harmonica played by the 
engineer, bells, cymbals, and corn
popping.

Bobby keeps his eye on the sound 
effects man, engineer, etc., around 
the studio as he dreams up a new 
musical or verbal idea from a key 
phrase. If they laugh, he keeps on 
the same track. But if they are 
glum, he changes to something else. 
Use is made of a studio organ or 
piano plus whatever instrument 
Bobby chooses to bring with him 
on a particular day. He probably 
uses his guitar most frequently.

Sherwood’s show is relaxed, clev
er, and fun, and his musicianship 
tends to keep the record selection 
in a good groove. Due to Bobby’s 
uncanny ear, it is sometimes hard 
to tell where the Sherwood ends 
and the record starts. The intro
ductory note or chord on the record 
blends with Bobby’s own noodling 
on whatever instrument is picked 
for the occasion.

It’s most refreshing to have a 
real musician running a record 
show.

LESOV HOLMES' NINE (MIU.. I 29 S3) 
Billy Butterfield, trumpet* Will Bradley and

Hayes Deserts TV 
For B'way Show

New York—Bill Hayes, who re
cords for MGM and sings every 
Saturday night on Your Show of 
Shows, will leave that TV pro
gram March 14 to go into re
hearsal opposite Isabelle Bigley 
in a new Rodgers-Hammerstein 
Broadway musical, Me and Juliet.

Hayes also has a movie role in 
the recently-released Stop, You're 
Killing Me!

Chicago, March 25, 1953

PATTI PAGE 
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW 

ANO

JEALOUS EYES
MERCURY 70070 • 70070X45

THE GAYLORDS
TELL ME YOU’RE MIHE

ANO 

AYE, AYE, AYE 
MERCURY 70067 • 70067X45
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GEORGIA GIDDS 
SEVEN LONELY DAYS 

AND 

IF YOU TAKE MY HEART 
AWAY 

MERCURY 70095 • 70095X45
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ARTIE WAYNE 
RACHEL 

AND

TONIGHT OR NEVER
MERCURY 70090 • 70090X45

RALPH MARTERIE 
CARAVAH 

AND 

WHILE WE DREAM 
MERCURY 70097 • 70097X45
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EDDY HOWARD
GOMER USA!

ANO 

KISS YOUR TEARS AWAY 
MERCURY 70107 • 70107X4$

NF 
19!

BOBBY WAYNE 
GONE 

AND

THE MEXICAN MAIDENS
MERCURY 70073 • 70073X45

RICHARD HAYES 
THE BULL WALKED 

AROUND OLAY
AND 

CHANGEABLE 
MERCURY 70103 • 70103X45
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CLASSICS IN CAPSULE

NEW DIRECTIONS

COMMENTS

RARE VINTAGES

STANDARD WARHORSES

I'enlron Equipment

I SOMETHING SPECIAL

1953'

all frequencies with almost

FM.
The Amplifier

minute amount of electricalThe

conduct

two programenergy from

Because of greatly-increased public interest in high fidelity 
reproduction of recorded music, the Hallicrafters company 
has just introduced two new versions of important units in 
the high fidelity or hi-fi system—a tuner and an amplifier.

Boston University

FM .ind AM reception. Th-ugh 
FM reception is far superior in 
quality, many program» are avail
able on AM only. Efficiency factors 
to be considered art sensitivity and 
freedom from “drift” (the ten-

available for both*-——------------ -  , , ,
of the amplifiers ability to re-

“WeU, Mr. Thomas 4 Edmon 
... put the parts back. AU it 

needt it a JENSEN NEEDLE.'

Oowntcwi ‘

212 FVLTM ST. ¡

The tuner is similar to a radio receiver, except that it does 
not usually incorporate its own sound amplifying system, 
and its sensitivity and tonal range are far superior to that 
of the average commercial radio receiver.

equal intensity of sound. When one 
frequency is amplified to ■ greater 
intensity than another the result

The company at this time ia un-' 
decided whether or not to market 
a complete high fidelity unit, but 
has built <>ne which is presently 
touring the country to get public 
reaction.

Vaughn Monroe took enough time from his recent Chi
cago theater booking to try out one of the Hallicrafters 
world band portable radios which will be given as a prize 
in Down Beat’s college and high school contest. First 
prize to each of the winning high schools and colleg« » is the Ralph 
Marterie orchestra. More details can be found on page one;

Min roe, who has been working a st<ady string of one-niteia le- 
ccntly, is quite encouraged about the rising interest in the dance 
business. But there’s still one thing he’d like to see happen which 
he feels would really put it over the hump. “Wo need a new dance,” 
he says. “Something different that would capture the imagination 
of the kids and spur their interest.

“There are so many diversions for them n-»w that never existed 
a few years ago,” he continued, “that something new must come 
along in the dance field. When I was in high school and college, we 
had only the radio and athletic events. And really, we danced to 
both of them. After basketball games it was common practice to 
have n dance for an hour or more. Everyone knew’ how to dance.

“Now they can go to night clubs to hear music, watch television 
—young people just don’t have the time to devote to dancing that 
they used to.”

Nevertheless, Vaughn is still optimistic* about the future of the 
industry. “Even though it may never have the scope it once did, 
und the huge appeal, there will always be u market for good dance 
bands," he says. “I’m convinced of that.”

produce accurately all the variou 
frequencies of tones in the audi
ble spectrum. Less expensive am
plifiers cover from 40 to 15,000 
cps. More elaborate amplifiers will 
cover the entire span of human 
hearing from 20 to 20,000 cps.

In a discussion of frequency re
sponse it is important to consider 
the amplifier’» ability to amplify

Boston -Igor Stravinsky’s new 
opera, The Rake’s Progress, re
cently presented by the Metropoli
tan Opera Company, will have its 
first U.S. performance under the 
direction of the composer in Bos
ton May 17 and 18.

On those dates, Stravinsky will

(Ed. Note: There are five basic components in the average^ 
high fidelity home music system: record player, tuner, am- 1 
plifier, loudspeaker, and loudspeaker enclosure. Last issue, > 
in the first of this series of articles explaining the functions 
of these components, Down Beat discussed the record 
changer. Material used is from the Hudson Radio and Tele- J 
vision Corporation catalog.) t

Tha Tuner

dency to become detuned due to 
internal receiver temperature 
change-, particularly on FM).

A “must” for best performance 
of tuners is an antenna, outdoors 
and high, particularly in suburban 
areas. This ia very important for

Monroe Happy About 
Dance Industry Future

Composers Now 
'Write On Tape

JAZZ and CLASSICS 
Campiate Lina of ID Raeardt

is unnatural reproduction.
This variation in intensity is ex

pressed as “plus or minus” so 
many “db” (abbreviation for deci
bels). One decibel is the minimum 
intensity difference the human ear 
recognizes. The smaller the varia
tion in intensity at all frequencies 
the better the amplifier.

The power output rating of an 
amplifier indicates the loudness

j,™ comiMnitioni ot 
¡Klonaii, famous hi,» 
*•0» cannonanti

hit Ost Ulti»Msdtrn 
f MU Studio

level it 
number 
volume, 
usually 
home.

me 
Recording

produces; the greater the 
of watts, the greater the 
A 10-watt amplifier is 

adequate for the average

Stravinsky Opera 
In Boston Preem

The Pentron pre-amplifier and 
tape tiansport mechanism arc the 
latest additions to Pentron’s line 
->f magnetic recording equipment. 
These matching units for hi-fi cus
tom installation, can be used with 
any existing audio amplifier, radio, 
TV. oi combination and are also 
available in the portable carrying 
case for operating through iny 
home music system or radio.

Model Pre-7 pre-amplifier is 
fully wired, ready to plug in to 
any hi-fi system. The following 
controls are located on the front 
panel: motor switch, pilot light, 
record-level indicator, rape-radio 
switch, volume-tone control, play
record switch and jacks for phono

sources, the record player and the 
tuner, must be increased to the 
point where it is great enough to 
actuate a loudspeaker. This in
crease, or amplification, should in
troduce a minimum f distortion 
into the energy being amplified.

The output energy should be a 
multiplied duplicate of the input 
energy. Any distortion introduced 
by the umplifier becomes u part of 
the output energy and is given m 
the manufacturer’s rating. Thus, 
the lowei the amount of distortion 
added, the more pleasing is the 
final reproduction.

In choosing the amplifier an
other factor to be considered is its 
tonal range. This tonal ran^e (or 
frequency response) is indicative

mphony. Royal Philharn 
rch.-—Beecham.
COLI MBIA ML 1626, 12'

AS Hour Serviçal 
15c for Complot* Cai* I pg 

DISCOUNT RECORD CLUB

Mf*c«nt tc Radio Clt 

<1 WEJT4IUST

tic mo>t compl.t« buy- 
St l .<•< of Itt kind 

- . mw-pick«d withSo world's finest Hiih 
<«- ’» and Audio Equip s 

■snt for professlonsl’ 
M homo »sUI lotion.
hsl Nut’ Csaptif
V simple push button 
«mote control, ovet

How musicians now compose di
rectly on magnetic recording tape 
will be demonstrated March 22 at 
the University of Illinois during 
the school’s sixth annual Festival 
of Contemporary Arts. John Gage, 
composer-critic, will play tapes 
from all composers currently work
ing in this new medium, in a lec
ture entitled “Music for Magnetic 
Tape.”

Other music events in the six- 
week festival will include a re
cital by David Tudor of experi
mental piano works, March 22; a 
-tudent symphony orchestra con
cert with Max Rost al, British vio
linist, as soloist, March 29; and 
two lectures by American com
poser Elliott Carter, March 28 and

Opera Workshop in u production of 
the work. The performance will 
climax u series of musical events, 
including panels on jazz, celebrat
ing the 25th anniversary of the 
Boston University College of Mu 
sic. Proceeds will benefit the col
lege’s scholarship fund.

g aph, radio, mike and monitoring. 
Net price $39.75.

Model 9T-3M tape transport 
mechanism operates at 3.75” and 
7.5” per second and provides up to 
two hours’ recording and playback 
(four hours with Pentron 10^ 
inch reel adapter). It uses single 
or dual track head» Separate rec
ord-erase heads have removable 
pole pieces that can be replaced as 
easily as a phonograph needle, 
when worn. This eliminates the 
need of buying complete heuds, und 
is said to save 80 percent of the 
cost of u complete replacement. 
Exceptionally fast rewind-forward 
speeds. Net price $59.75.

Ultra high-frequency converters 
—how they are designed and how 
they work—is The subject of a new 
book, UHF Converters, (UC-1). 
publi; hid by Howard W. Sams A 
Co., radio and television service 
data publishers, of Indianapolis.

The book, publication date of 
which is April 1st, gives a de
tailed description of th« If sign and 
operation of the new UHF con
verters and tuners and describes 
all the popular converter designs 
and how they work with present 
VHF nets. List price is $1 a copy.

HUDSON 
Hi-Fi CATALOG

HUDSON
BACIO a Till VISION CORP.

volume«, but if it werea't for mechanical amplification, and tho wondt 
the miarophono in tho recording aludio, be*d be nowhere. Seldom ia hi« 
for ell the scHouancaa of lie arranging, mueh more than a stunt ■ ■tha 1 
felicitously into tho oboe*« role in a Mesart oboe quartet herein.

DISC DATA RATINGS
R ASCHER i Classical Recital on 
th* Saxophone.

CONCERT HALL CHS11S6, 
12*.

LARRY ADLER May« Moaart, 
Bach and Beethoven.

CONCERT HALL CHS1161, 
10*.

LARRY ADLER Play« Spanish 
and Slavonic Music

CONCERT HALL CHS! 160, 
IO*.

**** 
Perforatane»

Recording

Performance

Recording

Performance 
★★★ 
Recording

and Berlioa wanted il to bo heard, ao there were 207 inatrumen tai lets in ita 
premiere. Straub dooe well enough with 135 here, and the recording, ieae 
thing of a teat« ia excellent.

BERLI OZ : F uneral and Tr i- 
umphal Symphonv, Op. IS. Perfermane»
Bra«« md «t ring orcheatra« *****
and chorus of 
Straube

LYRICHORD

Cologne F rita 

l l Mt. 12*.

Recording

ELIZABETHAN LOVE SONGS 
AND HARPSICHORD PIECES: 
Hugues Cuenod, tenor, and

*»
Performance

Claude Jean Chiasson, hsrpei- Recording
chord.

LYRICHORD LL37, 12*.
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DOWN BEAT RECORD REVIEWS
Records in the popular, and rhythm and blues, and country and western sections are retiewed and 

rated in terms of broad general appeal. Records of interest from a musical standpoint are marked with 
* (#), or, if exceptionally interesting, « double sharp (# #). Ratings: kkkhk Excellent,
4-« A Tory Good, 4*4 Good, kit Fair, 4- Poor.

HARRY’ BHLAFONTE 
Vietor 2G-5210

JOE < FINGERS) CARR

BFm CLOONEY 
Cerai 6O4S0

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
* 4 ♦ 4 H.r.n’1 C.l

Dark*

Little action likely.

JOHNN1 DESMOND

BILL FARRELL 
MGM 11424

JEANNE GAYLE
Capital 2354

it JACKI E GLEASON 
Capital 2361

EDDY HOWARD
Mercury 70107

FRANKIE LAINE-JIMMY BOYD

JI DY’ LYNN 
Cara! «0431

GORDON MAC RAF 
Capital 2332

GRADY MARTIN
Deca 3KMR

BI DDY MORENO 
Chew 1333

UZA MORROW

HELEN O'CONNEUL

KEN REMO
MGM

BARBARA
MGM

RUCK

LU ANN SIMMS
Colamela 3*024

SANDY STEWART

JUNE VALU
Victor >0-5177

Kight

« ♦ « ♦ Kaw-Liga
♦ ♦♦♦ Yau Can’t Step Ma Frei 

Dreaming

♦ ♦♦ Painting the Teton RïtA

Habit VOk Me♦ ♦ ♦ Melenchaly Serenade

ell Ma a Stary 
he Little Bay a
Old Man

♦ ♦ Satan Pillewt

Scoreboard
Here are the top 10 tunes in the country for the period 

ending March 11. Compilations to determine these tunes 
are based on a nationwide survey covering record sales, 
disc jockey plays, and juke box performances. The records 
listed are those the editors of Down Beat suggest you listen
to when making your purchase.

1. Till I Waltz Again with You 
Teresa Brewer, Coral 60873.

Position 
Last Issue

but listen to the flip. It's the bed singing

• Jeanne gets Kay Starri»h on Tears, which

Bobby Haekett.

record. A natural

Double entendre

Gordot hit

if they dick.

ikes this top Juke

here < Billy Butterfield, Bill Stekmeyer, etc). 
Blues moves, in early Dinah Shore style.

Bi«

ay Gale-like

DANCE BANDS
#TEX BENEKE 

MGM 11423
♦ ♦♦♦ 

♦ «
Dancers Delight 
Diga Diga Dee

• Pleasant instrumental treatment of Hank 
Mancini’s original (Delight) with some Tex 
tenor and a bright, Haekett-like trumpet.

imi ANTHONY
Capitel H SM

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ Campus Bumpus 9 Solid, precise work ss eight standards (all 
done as instrumentals) marks Ray’s latest 
album. Included are Dancing on the Ceiling 
It’s De-Lovely, The Continental, and They 
Didn’t Believe Me. Roll back the rugs, 
please.

##WOODY HERMAN 
MGM E1M

♦ ♦ « Tk. TUré HarS • Uda is a curious album. Recorded last 
summer in California, it was originally in
tended fer dancers and it has an overall im
pact more redolent of Les Brown than of 
Woody. Ralph Burns* arrangements are fine, 
and there are occasional short solos, but 
this was obviously not aimed at Jau fans 
and will entertain them only mildly. In
eluded are Lave Is Here to Stay, East a) 
the Sun, Nice Work If Yau Can Cat It, and 
In a Little Spanish Tama.

Here Arc the New 'Down Beat* Record Reviews 
Clip and Save Thom for Easy Reference

2 Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes 
Perry Como, Victor 20-5064; Eileen Barton, Cora) 
60882.

3. Tell Me You’re Mine
The Gaylords, Mercury 70030; Russ Morgan, Dec
ca 28569.

4. Have You Heard?
Joni James, MGM 11390.

5. IFky Don’t You Believe Me?
Joni James, MGM 11333; Patti Page, Mercury 
70025.

4

5

6. Doggie in the Window 
Patti Page, Mercury 70070.

6. Side By Side
Kay Starr, Capitol 2334.

7. Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me 
Karen Chandler, Coral 60831.

9

8

8. Pretend 10
Nat Cole, Capitol 2346; Ralph Marterie, Mercury 
70045.

8. Keep It a Secret 3
Jo Stafford, Columbia 39891; Bing Crosby, Decca 
28511.

9. Anywhere I Wander
Julius LaRosa, Cadence 1230.

10. Oh. Happy Day 7
Lawrence Welk, Coral 60893; Don Howard, Essex 311.

Tunes Moving Up
These are not the next eight top tunes. They are songs 

on which there is much action and which could move up 
into the Down Beat Scoreboard.

1. I Believe
Frankie Laine, Columbia 39938.

2. Your Cheatin’ Heart
Hank Williams, MGM 11416.

3. A Fool Such As I
Jo Stafford, Columbia 39930.

4. Even Now
Eddie Fisher, Victor 20-5106.

5. Gomen Nasai
Harry Belafonte, Victor 20-5210; Sammy Kaye, 
Columbia 39957.

6. Seven Lonely Days
Georgia Gibbs, Mercury 70095.

7. Caravan
Ralph Marterie, Mercury 70097.

8. Tell Me a Story
Frankie Laine-Jimmy Boyd, Columbia 39945.
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DOWN BEAT RECORD REVIEWS
SAMMY KAYE a a a a a Loimr Na»ai • Sammy ghoul«! have a hit ho’» looking

Columbia 39957 « ♦ ♦ Until Tomorrow for in Gomen.

#STAN KENTON aaaa* Harlam Noe tar no • inother re-revHal of Nocturne and one that
♦ a a ♦ Huth-A-Bye Kenton fan» will undoubtedly go wild over.

Lot» of Stan*» piano and too little of Frank 
Roaolino*» trombone are in evidence.

#RALPH MARTERIE t ♦ « Caravan • Powerful If somewhat gimmicky treatment
Mercury 70097 « t« IF Ade Re Dream of Caravan. It*» already started off bigger

than Ralph*» Pretend.

#BILLY MAY ♦♦♦ ffer^Aenefta> * Cocklaih for Two, Little Brown Jug, Makin*
Capitol H 574 Whoopie, and fire other titles make up thi»

collection of competent dance music. A few 
good solo spots and a good deal of the 
slurring saxes.

#CHARLIE SPIVAK * a a Red ¿dues • Another pretty solo offering from Charlie,
King 15225 ♦ ♦♦ Sentimental Trumpet who*a rapidly building a catalog for hi»

new label affiliation. Normally excellent Joe 
Tucker is a little unsteady on Lilacs.

RHYTHM AND BLUES
A NI STEEN ALLEN kkS Baby, Ini Doin’ It • Yes in tho answer to I Don't Know and

King 4608 ♦♦ ♦♦ Ya», f Know Mi»» Allen really give» it a workingover
Should do very well.

DEBBIE ANDREWS «44« Don't Maha Ma Cry • The very pro mi.Ing former BHington band
Ilotted 144 ♦ ♦ « Love Ma, Pleato Levo Mo »Inger impreeee» »trongly here, though the

backing vocal group detract» from her »lag-

#EARL BOSTIC 9 a 4 a a SiaamwAisda Jump » Raw, frenetic, jumping alto from the leader
King 4603 4 4 4 4 Tho Sheik of Amby on both side». Jump Is Tako tha “1” Train.

There’s some real excitement hare.

GAYLE BROWN 4 4 4 Gee, Baby • Brown is nothing more than another «a-
Brunswick 84003 4 4 4 Cana Am the Day» pable blues singer on this pair.

DOZIER BOYS aaaa Linger Awhile • Group sounds like the Ink Spot» san» so-
United 143 aaaa 1 Keep Thinking of You prano lead voice, get» a good beat and

■ing» strongly. Watch Thinking.

THE EMBERS a a a Paradise Hili 9 Mercer Ellington wrote the tunes, and pi-
Ember 101 a a Sound of Lota anist Vi Hamilton, wife of Ellington’s eiari-

netiat, heads the accompanying trio. Hill 1» 
the better tune.

#JOHN GREER 4 aaaa You Played on My Piano • Piano is the side here, a walling, shouting
Victor 20-5170 aaaa Til Nover Lot You Go thing sung by Greer and Dolores Brown.

The band jumps. Take a li»ten.

COUNTRY AND WESTERN

RED FOLEY aaaa Hot Toddy * The Flanagan hit is done as a vocal by
Dacca 28587 4 4 4 4 Playing Domino» and Foley. It’s a switch x the case up to now

Shootin* Dim usually has been pop artists recording c A
w material. It’s pretty effective stuff.

HANK SNOW a a a a a Honeymoon on e • Fine effort from Hank. Should sell.
Victor 20-5155 Roehet Ship

4 4 4 4 There Wo»n*t An Organ 4t 
Our Wedding

HANK THOMPSON a a a a 4 No Help Wanted • A strong beat and Hank*» brat-rate vocal
Capitol 2376 ♦ a a 4 l*d Never Have Found will pull a lot of action for both »ides.

Somebody New

POPULAR
These are not necessarily the best-selling records in the 

popular category, but they are sides we think you should 
pay attention to when making your purchases.

Hush-A-Bye, by Bing Crosby. Decca 28581.
The Groaner singing as he hasn’t in a long while.

Ramona, by Les Brown. Coral 60918.
Another great dance side from the Brown band, with Jimmy 
Zito’s trumpet a highlight.

Gomen Nasai, by Harry Belafonte. Victor 20-5210.
Reviewed on these pages, it looks like a hit for Harry.

Congratulations to Someone, by Tony Bennett. Colum
bia 39910.

Released some time ago, started slowly, but a fine side that 
could still move up.

5. Caravan, by Ralph Marterie. Mercury 70097.
Might be even bigger than Ralph’s Pretend. It’s swell dance 
music.

The 'Beat's' Best Bets
COUNTRY and WESTERN

These are not necessarily the best-selling records in the 
country and western category, but they are sides we think 
you should pay attention to when making your purchases.

1. Your Cheatin’ Heart, by Hank Williams. MGM 11416.
The flip side of Kaw-Liga a Best Bet in the last issue, Heart 
is nearly as strong.

2. No Help if anted, by the Carlisles. Mercury 70028.
Also recorded by Rusty Draper on the same label and Hank 
Thompson on Capitol, the Carlisles’ effort has been the best 
seller.

3. 4 Fool Such 4s I, by Hank Snow. Victor 20-5034.
Still a very strong item after a couple of months of good 
sales.

I. I Don’t Know, by Tennessee Ernie. Capitol 2338.
Five-starred a couple of issues back, this is well worth a 
listen if only for Ernie’s humor.

5. The Life of Hank Williams, by Hawkshaw Hawkins. 
King 1174.

Another tribute to the late singer which could bust open.
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Gentlemen
Just a note to tell you how immensely pleased
we were with the results of our January 28th
ten inch ad in the Beat(Dec Gee 3701)

The amount of orders received — 214 far

us for continued advertising in Down Beat
I iste ni

6 nest

RAN

There
■uwici

sung ir fair fashion by one 
Satin. (D'Oro 105)

unison, that come off nicely. Aside 
from that, it’s tne formula. Back
ing is all-vocal; Teddi King does a 
good job on a good tune (MGM 
11425)

chen on piano all have solos 
the side comes off neatly. (Dee 
3803)

Chicago 16. Illinois

Rating: AAAA
Many of Sarah’s present-day fans

exceeded our expectations. You can evunt on

Johnny Hodges
AAA* Duke’s Blues I & 11

Leroy Lovett’s piano pushes

Lighthouse All-Stars
AAA* Hut of Somewhere 

♦ A * Viva Zapata 
AAA Swing Shift

♦A Big Girl

•Av 
jm 
Hol

Rating: AA A A 
The young man fiom Norwalk,

Gee If You Could See Me Nott 
Once in a While 
The Man I Love 
Don't W orry 'Bout Me

SY OLIVER and DICK JACOBS 
1619 Broadway Circle 7-2904 

New York 19. N. Y

Stravimn wrob u c.. chy their,i 
in Rode, orchestrated it effectively 
— notice particularly the terrific

15-352)

She Ih Vlanne Septet
* it Don’t Mean a Thing 

AAAA Deep People

original, has a fine walking beat 
by Brown, good-groove solos by 
Milt, John and the same Mr. Brown.

Shorty Rogers on trumpets, Bob Don’t Hlam. Me 
Gordon on ■ .ar¡tone and Frank Pat- I’m Through with Love 

' and I Cover the Waterfiont

JAZZ
Records in this section are 

reviewed and rated in term« of 
their musical merit.

DOWN BEAT Chicagu. March 2.». 1953

JAZZ
These are not uccessarily the best-selling records in the 

jazz category, but they are sides we think you should pay 
attention to when making your purchases

1. Jam Session, by Charlie Parker. Flip Phillips, Benny 
Carter, et al. Mercurv LPs 601, 602.

Some great jazz from some Granz stars. Two pretty thrilling 
12-inch LPs.

2. Dizzv Gillespie LP. Blur Note 5017.
Recorded in France last year, Dizzy plays some lovely stand
ards with feeling and melodic loveliness.

Twisted, by Annie Ross. Prestige 363.
Still the best seller on the Prestige label, Annie’s vocalese is 
causing a lot of talk.

Cotton Tail, by Flip Phillip-. Mercury 89022.
Excitement galore from Flip, Shavers, Oscar Peterson, others.

The Last Testament of a Great \ew Orleans Jazzman. 
by Bunk Johnson. Columbia LP 1231.

Bunk’s last record sessions, and recorded with a hand-picked 
band. Every collector will want.

J. Dankworth'? Cool Britons
Birdland Bounce
Leapin’ in London 
Tea for Me
Lherokct

Rating • AAAA

tension of the interlude as Ray 
Nance comes in after the first cho
rus But after Ray’s solo and a 
repr.se of the theme, it’s all over. 
Could have lasted another full cho
rus and built more effectively.

Lincoln Chase’s Gloomy Sunday
like Vulture Song is sung by Jim
my Grissom, who has some trouble 
with his enunciation—“to awake 
some morn and greet the dorn . . 
A skillfully 'rchestrated but rath
er depressing side. (Columbia 
39942)

dal plays conga on Zapata. suers, anti foi anyone interested in
Somewhere is a lovely Giuffre what Blue Note describes here as 

composition that has solos from New F aces- ■ New Sounds. (Blue 
Coop, Shorty, Guffre (a good Note BLP 5018) 
one), and Bernhart (who comes a, «■ Smitk
in playing a quote from the bridge ,un • mnl1
of I mag. nation). Zapata is dis- Bugle Call Ras 
tinctive chiefly because of some Perdido 
good and hunu-rous Rugers trum- Desert Sande 
I et, Swing Shift is a Shorty line Rating: AAA
that gives everyone a chance to , .. _ .
blow, with Rogt.s ind Giuffre Krupa-Ventura Trio 
coming out best. Stompin’ ut the Savoy

Big Girl should be reviewed by Bodj and Soul 
itself in the r and b section. It’s Limehouse Bluet
a foot-stomping blues of I Ain’t Ruting: k
Mad at You genre complete with ... , ®' , _ . _
tenor squeals and honks (Cooper?) R These constitute Vol. 3 of Timme 
and rolling drun - Fun but ex- Kosenkrantz 194o concert. Stuff 
hausting (Lighthouse 45-351, Smith is a swinging fool, with the 

------- - kind of tone on violin that Louis 
Armstrong has on voice. His double
length Perdulo has some great mo
ments. but the effect is impeded by 
Ted Sturgis, who sounds as if his 
bass has swallowed the microphone,

Shelly makes a spoken introduc- and by Billy Taylor’s not-yet-ma- 
tion out of the title, then ?mgs tured piano. On the other side are 
most of the way through Thing, two numbers by Krupa, Ventura, 
Arrangement gets a thing ensemble and a mediocre pianist. The part
sound and the whole thing lives up nership was up to pretty much the 
to its title Deep People, a title same tricks eight years ago as it 
that prejudiced us ir its favor, is is today. (Commodore FL 20028) 
the work of Jimmy (Four Broth- .
ers) Giuffre, who also plays tenor aran » aughan
on the date. Conte Candoli and Tenderly

didn’t know her in her formative 
years. These .idea, cut originally 
in 1946 ard *47 for Musicraft, show 
startlingly the changes her style 
and settings have undergone since 
those distant days. Arrangements, 
ensemble work and balance sound 
a little sloppy at times; but with 
all this, and with Freddy Webster’s 
faltering but feelingful trumpet, 
If remains one of the wannest sides 
Sarah has ever made.

Band on the first four titles is 
under George Treadwell’s name (he 
was still playing trumpet then); 
on If it’s under Tadd Dameron, who 
wrote this great tune. Ted Dale 
conducted the next two rides. while 
the final title was originally re 
leased as by Teddy Wilson’s or 
chestra with Sarah as vocalist. 
None of these gentlemen even gets 
label credit now. Tenderly, by the 
way, was the first disc of this then 
unpublished tune. (MGM E 165)
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Swinging Swedes
Pick Yoursef Up 
Summrrftmi 
Cream of the Crop

Rating: *****
New Sounds from the Old World 

is the apt title of this LP, which 
puts the best British and Swedish 
jazz back to back.

British titles are eloquent testi
mony to the triple talents of John
ny Dankworth, as »Ito man and ar
ranger on all four sides, leader of 
the bigger group of Melody Maker 
poll winners on the first twe num
bers and of his owti award-winning 
combo on the last pair. They also 
show off .. fine trumpet man, Jim
my Deuchar, Ronnie Scott’s tenor, 
several other confident soloists, and 
rhythm section work that’s most 
effective on Bounce, the best item 
of the bunch.

We’ve already saluted the 
Swedes' Summertime and Pick, re
leased as a single. The six-minute 
Crop is no less impressive. These- 
lius wrote a fascinating 12-bar 
theme and intermittant flashes of 
arrangement that break up the solo 
passages admirably but leave plentj 
of room for everyone to expound 
at length • Ericson’s trumpet, Pers- 
sor’s trombone, Wickman’s clarinet, 
Domnerus’ alto, Norin’s tenor, Gul
lin’s baritone, Linde’s vibes, Hall
berg's piano, Carlberg’s guitar, and 
backing them all beautifully, 
Brehm s bass ano Noren’s drums. 
We’ve heard hundreds of Scandi
navian sides, and to our knowledge 
this was the most successful date 
ever cut by the Swedes. Don't miss 
it (Blue Note BLP 5019)

Vie Dickenson
AAAA In a Mellotctone

AAA Em Gening Sentimental 
Over You

Vic’s sly trombone plays around 
deliciously with the Ellington tune; 
Bill Doggett’t organ and Johnny 
Collins’ guita* split a swinging 
er rus. and Vic takes it out beat- 
fully, with Jo Jones riding regally 
throughout. Overleaf Vic puts his 
fingers to Tommy Dorsey’s nose. 
He adds just enough «f o'personal 
touch to the melody ti make this 
versiot of the perennial TD theme 
distinctive without losing its beauty. 
(Blue Note 1601)

Duke Ellington
AAAA Rock Skippin’ at the Blue 

Note

Lari Hines
AAAA Crienie’s Corner

kk When I Dream of You
Namea for trombonist Benny

Green, who has a fine solo, the first 
title is ar attractive instrumental 
» ith gc->d tenor work and some of 
Fatha Hines' still timeless piano. 
Overleaf an old ballad of Earl’s is

two-part opus -ft as if it were 
Duke with Thingy Ain't Johnny’s 
alto soon grabs control, then gives 
way to some robust Emmett Berry 
trumpet, followed by some tradi 
tional trombone, Lawrence Brown
blues style, with the band rocking 
dotted eighths and sixteenths. Part 
I ends abruptly on the fourth bar 
of a 12-bar chorus. Second side is 
more typical Hodges blues horn, 
leading into a two-bar riff that’s 
epeated engagingly to the end.

Good old-fashioned earthy jazz, 
well recorded. (Mercury 89018)

Milt Jackson
*» Lu Ronde

kkk UI the Things You Are 
AAAA Yesterdays

AAA D & E
Milt Jackson’s vibes are backed 

by John Lewis’ piano and Kenny 
Clarke’s drun.< plus, on the first 
pair, Percy Heath on bass La

Gil Virile Sextet
AAA Sunset Concerto

AA Mars
“This is my sunset concerto," in

tones Monica Dell, and thereupon 
turns the mike over to Mr. Melle’s 
theme, as interpreted by the com
poser on tenor ard Eddie Bert on 
trombone, for a very short but 
valid side that gets a slow groove 
mood. Mars, which has Moi ica 
speechless in the Jackie Cain or 
Annie Ross tradition, gets a good 
beat going, then relinquishes it for 
a choppy change of tempo that 
doesn’t seem to fit. Joe Mannii.g’s 
vibes plus George Wallington, Max 
Roach and Red Mitchell complete 
the sixsome. (Blue Note 1607)

Flip Phillips-Buddy Rich 
AAA Three Little Words

AA Carioca
Words is Flip most of the way; 

Carioca is a little Richer. Hank 
Jones completes the threesome.

Flip is a fine tenor man, Buddy 
a great drummer, and Hank a po
tent pianist, but the whole is 
somehow less than the sum of the 
p irts. (Mercury 89030)

Paul Quinichctte
AAA People Will Say We’re in Love 
kkk No Parking

Paul’s accompanied by Hamniond- 
organist Marlowe Morris and his 
quartet. First side is almost all 
Paul; coupling, a fast blues, has 
good solos by Jerome Dau on gui
tar and by Marlowe. (Mercury 
70086)

Ronde is a bright Lewis original 
but th. side is weakened by too 
much solo drumming. Things, while 
not saying anything new or. an 
over-familiar subject, is easy lis
tening. (Prestige 828)

Ray Brown replaces Heath on 
the next coupling. Yesterdays has 
long been Bags’ piece de resistance 
ar d he makes it one of the prettiest 
vibes solos of the year. No techni
cal conflagrations, just relaxed, re
laxing music. D & E, ar other Lewis

George Shearing
♦A There’s a Lull in My Life 

AAA Midnight Belongs to You
Lull has a slow Latinesque rhy

thm and some pizzicato effects, pre
sumably bass and guitar in octave

Horace Silver
Safan 
Ecaroh 
Prelude to a Kiss 
Thou Swell 
Quick diver 
Horoscope 
Yeah
Knowledge Box

Conn., bounds into the top brack
ets at one swell foop with the six 
originals and two standards pre
sented here. Silver has much of 
Bud Powell’s mordant attack and 
as many intriguing ideas as Mrnk

. . in the creation of colorful themes.
Ttis is Howard Rumsey’s bunch Yeah swings the most, Kiss is the 

—Shorty Rogers, tiumpet; Milt prettiest.
Btrnhart, trombone; Jimmy Guif- Art B’.akey knits tightly with 
fre und Bob Cooper, tenors; Frank Horace throughout; Curly Russell 
Pa'.chen, p.ano; Rumsey b.. a. ..rd .ind Gene Ramey split the diligent 
Shelly Manne, drums. Carlos Vi- bass chores. A must for piano pur-

Teddy W ilson
AAA Dear That Dream 
AAA Lady Be Good

Once one of th< most prolific re
cording artists in the business, 
Teddy return- after too long an 
absence, in two sides with Buddy 
Rich and Johr. Simmons He 
doesn’t say anything new, but he 
says it ir. the gentlemanly style 
that earned him an international 
respect and a myriad of imitators 
Buddy is very heavily recorded, 
making Lady as much his as Ted
dy’s, but somehow it doesn’t upset 
the -ide, and sure helps it to swing 
(Mercury 89029)
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RHYTHM and BLUES
These are not necessarily the best-selling records in the 

r and b category, hut they are side» we think you should pay 
attention to when making your purchases.
I. Let Me Go Home Whiskey, bv kmos Milbum. Aladdin 

3164.
A romping blues that’s a sure hit foi Milburn.

2. These Foolish Things, by Tab Smith. United 140.
Another full-blown ballad from the hern of plenty, Tab 
Smith.

3. Hurry, Hurry, Haby, by Roy Brown. King 1602. 
Roy outshouts Wynonie Harri- here, and there’s also a 
trumpet solo on the side worth hearing

4. Hollerin' and Screamin', by Little Esther. Federal 12115. 
Top drawer singing job.

5. Yes, I Know, bv Linda Hayes. Recorded in Holly wood 
214.

A best seller and deservedly so.

PUBUSHERS, ARRANGERS, COPYISTS 
Choose DOWN NEAT for best returns.

Down Beat, Incorporated 
2001 Calumet

Cordially yours 
s/ Dick Jacobs
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IP IT’S MIN RICORDEO. We Have it! 
Lewin Record Paradise. 6600 Hollywood 
Blvd., Loa Angeles 28, California. We 
buy entire collections.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, Rare Collectors 
Items. Bargain. Write William Beattie, 
St. Jovite Station, Quebec, Canada.

RAY AVERY'S RARE RECORDS for Modern 
Ja», Dixieland and old records. 6631 
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FENDER Amplifier* and Guitars—concern 
tone tape recorders — newcomb Hi-Fi 
Equipment. Professional Discounts — 
Write H. Buckner, 6223 Woodlawn Ave., 
Chicago 87, Ill.
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Section IV

A Basic Record Library
Vocal'.

(Ed. Note: This is the fourth in an exclusive Basic Li
brary series. Vocals was compiled by Ralph J. Gleason, who 
in addition to his duties as the Beat’s San Francisco corre
spondent, writes and edits a weekly popular music page for 
the San Francisco Chronicle.)
Louis Armstrong...................... Satchmo Serenades (10" Decca DL 5401)
Eddy Arnold...................... All Time Hits (10” Victor LPM 3031)
Fred Astaire.............  ... The Astaire Story (12" Mercury MG-C-

1001-4)
Mildred Bailey.... . ..Serenades (10" Columbia CL 6094) 
Mildred Bailey.................. . Rockin’ Chair Lady (10" Decca DL 5387) 
Pearl Bailey...............................Entertains (10" Columbia CL 6099)
R. Clooney-H. James........... Hollywood’s Best (10" Columbia CL 6224) 
Nat (King) Cole...................... Unforgettable (10" Capitol H 357)
Perry Como............................... Sentimental Date (10” Victor LPM 3035)
Compagnons de la Chanson. .Album (10" Columbia 6208)
Bing Crosby...............................Dixieland Bands (10" Decca DL 5323)
Doris Day....................................I’ll See You in My Dreams (10" Columbia

Marlene Dietrich.... 
Billy Eckstine.............  
Eddie Fisher...............  
Ella Fitzgerald........... 
Dick Haymes.............
Billie Holiday.............
Billie Holiday.............  
Eddy Howard.............  
Burl Ives......................  
Herb Jeffries...............  
Frankie Laine...........
Peggy Lee....................
Mary Martin...............
Johnny Mercer...........
Mary Ann McCall.. 
Mills Brothers...........  
Nina de los Peines.. 
Patti Page....................  
Ma Rainey....................
Martha Raye...............  
Dinah Shore................ 
Frank Sinatra...........  
Bessie Smith Story.. 
Jo Stafford..................

Kay Starr...........
Mel Torme...........  
Miguelito Valdes 
Sarah Vaughan. 
Fats Waller....
Ethel Waters...
Lee Wiley...........

Hank Williams..

co.

COME TO LIFE ON A RECORD

A/“There it do greater f I JI
musical thrill and X
eatiafaction than X a 1
listening to the mu- 
tie you yourself 
have composed. Random recordings are of the 
finest quality. Send your song together with

RANDOM RECORDING COMPANY 
1072 NECK LANE 
ELIZABETH. N. J.

Cluaifled Deadline—One Month 
Prior to Date of Publication

WANTED
WANTED: Transcriptions, Air shots, 

Armed Forces Radio Service recordings 
by "Sammy Kaye” A "Ink Spots,” 
money no object. Paul Adams, 80 Vien
na Ave., Niles, Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU to earn extra 

dollars by selling DOWN BEAT in your 
own neighborhood. For full information 
write Box WN, DOWN BEAT, INC., 
2001 Calumet. Chicago 18. UI.

SEE PAGE 23 FOR MORE 
CLASSIFIED ADS

CL 6198)
.Songs (10" Vox PL 3040)
Favorites (10" MGM E 548)
Album (10" Victor LPM 3025)
Sings Gershwin (10” Decca DL 5300) 
Souvenir Album (10" Decca DL 5012) 
.Sings (10" Columbia CL 6129)
Vol. I Ä II (10" Commodore FL 2005-6) 

.Album (10" Columbia CL 6067) 
.Wayfaring Stranger (10" Columbia 6109)
Time on My Hands (10" Coral 56044) 
One for My Baby (10" Columbia CL 6200) 
.My Best to You (10" Capitol H 204) 
Sings for You (10" Columbia ML 2061) 
.Songs (10" Capitol H 214) 
.Sings (10" Discovery 3011) 
.Souvenir Album (10" Decca DL 5102)
Canto Flamenco (10” Columbia FL 9536)

. Songs (10" Mercury MF 25059)
.. Vol. I (10" Riverside 1003)
.. Sings (10" Discovery 3010)
..Reminiscing (10" Columbia CL 6069)
. .Dedicated to You (Columbia CL 6096) 
..Vols. I-IV (12" Columbia GL 503-4-5-6) 
..Autumn in New York (10" Capitol 

9014)
Kay Starr Style (10" Capitol H 363)
Songs (10" MGM E 552)
Mr. Babalu (10" Decca DL 5374)
Tenderly (10" MGM E 165)
Plays anil Sings (12" Victor LPT 1001)
Album (10" Remington 1025)
Sings Vincent Youmans (10" Columbia

6215)
Album (10" MGM E 168)

H

Fischer To Represent 
AFM At Film Studios

Hollywood—Phil Fischer, Lo
cal 47’s representative in charge 
of radio and TV, and also vice- 
president for the last two years, 
has been appointed by the AFM’s 
James C. Petrillo to the position 
of international film studio repre
sentative.

Fischer takes over the position 
held almost since the advent of 
sound pictures by the late J. W. 
Gillette, who died Dec. 9.

FREE HI-FI BOOK
Alio S*rg*ln Price Utt 

Of High Fidelity Equipment 
CHICAGO 

ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS 
Dept. Ml

420 E. 07th St.. Chicago IV. IR.

Record 
Session

WEST COAST LEADER Ike Car
penter assembled some of the best 
men he could find in L.A. to cut a 
recent dance date for Aladdin rec
ords. Trumpets were Gerald Wil
son, Maynard Ferguson, Pete Can
doli; trombones. Tommy Pedersen, 
Dick Noel; saxes, Maxwell Davis, 
Le» Robinson, Dave Harris, Joe 
Cook, and Red Callender (bass), 
J. Sailcs (drums), and Ike (piano) 
in the rhythm section. At right are 
composer Henry Nemo, who wrote 
two tunes for the date, actress 
Sandu Scott, Carpenter, and Eddie 
Mesner of Aladdin.

The Hot Box

Rare First Recording Of
Bing Crosby Discovered

By GEORGE HOEFER
Bing Crosby’s very first recording has been found and 

verified and the many Crosby collectors can now have fun 
looking for a really rare item. Jazz discophiles have always
felt the Crosby-ites had it too easy, as Bing’s platters have 
always sold quite well, making’ ►
them easily available. Now those 
with complete Bing collections will 
have to pore over piles of junk 
shop accumulations to obtain a 
record by Don Clark and his Los 
Angeles Biltmore hotel orchestra 
playing I’ve Got the Girl, featuring 
u vocal duet by Bing Crosby and 
Al Rinker.

Back in 1950, Edward J. Mello 
and Tom McBride published Cros
by on Record, a 100-page discog
raphy listing all the Bing records 
with complete data regarding 
dates, bands, record numbers, etc. 
The first Bing Crosby record list
ed is Paul Whiteman’s Wistful and 
Blue, with a Crosby-Rinker duet 
recorded on Dec. 22, 1926.

Acknowledgment
Mello sent a copy of his book to 

Bing. The crooner’s brother, Lar
ry, wrote Ed Mello, who lives in 
San Francisco, an acknowledg
ment in which he mentioned Bing 
had said his first record wasn’t 
listed. Bing recalled having made 
a disc with a Don Baker orchestra 
on Columbia before the first sides 
were cut with Whiteman. Larry 
didn’t list the tune title and gave 
the date as 1926 or 1927.

For two years Mello and the 
other Crosby collectors in San 
Francisco searched for the record 
with no result. About a month ago, 
Chuck Lindsley of S.F. finally lo
cated a Don Clark recording of 
I’ve Got the Girl with vocal re
frain. He took the record home to 
play, and sure enough, Bing and 
Alton Rinker, the late Mildred 
Bailey’s brother, were doing a

duet. The side is on the black label 
Columbia No. 824.

According to Mello’s figuring, 
the disc must have been made in 
October, 1926. Since the initial
find, two other copies of the rec
ord have been turned up, one by 
Mello himself, and another by a 
third Crosby collector in Frisco. 
All three of the finders have com
plete Crosby collections.

Another Letter
Mello hadn’t gotten around to 

writing the news to Larry Crosby 
before he received another letter 
from Bing’s brother in which he 
coincidentally mentioned the title 
of the tune on the Don Clark disc, 
and it was I’ve Got the Girl, fur
ther proving the authenticity of 
the item, as Bing’s name doesn’t 
show on the label.

The Hot Box did a little re
search and believes the record 
must have been made in Los An
geles the third week in June of 
1926. It was that week they were 
playing the Metropolitan theater 
while P.W. was at the Million Dol
lar theater and a deal was made 
where Bing and Al were to ioin 
Whiteman in Chicago when their

WrtTe for Catalog

Sidemen 
Switches

Bernie Cummins—Felix Mayer
hofer, trombone, for Blaise Turi; 
Carl Erca, trumpet, for Lou Gen
tile; Scottie Marsh, vocals, for Dot
tie Malone . . . Marian McPartland 
—Bob Carter, bass, for Max Wayne 
. . . Tommy Garrett — Jerry 
Schwarts, tenor, for Tony Restive.

Charlie Barnet — Phil Arabia, 
drums, for Frank Widder; Shelly 
Gold, alto, for Dick Paladino (to 
army); Hal Miles, baritone, for 
Sol Schlinger; Al Stewart, trumpet, 
for Porky Porcino (to Jimmy Dor
sey) ; Jerry Marshall, trumpet, for 
Paul Webster; Phil Leshin, bass, 
for Bob Carter, and Johnny Wil
liams, piano, for Harvey Leonard.

contract on the Fanchon & Marco 
circuit was up in four weeks. Bing 
and Al were home in Spokane for 
a visit in September of 1926 and 
left there to join Paul Whiteman 
in Chicago, not going near Lot 
Angeles again for over a year.

SULTAN’S RECORD SHOP 
26 East 23rd Street

Uptown Col. 12" LP......................  
?erdido— A" Train GF 45.

Woody Hmmm 
Third Herd MGM 10** LP...........
Danco Date Mars 10" LP...............  
Mother Goose Jumpt/I'm Making

Stan Gets
Jazz at Storyville 10" LP
Lullaby of Birdland 45 or 70

Stan Kenton
Harlem Nocturne/Hush-A-Bye 

45 or 70
City of Glass 10**
Presents 10" LP

Trio Progressiv* ¡0” LP

Al Cabs
Quart.) Progressive 10” LP

Lullaby of (¡rdland/Wbos lights

There's « Lull In My LWe/ 
Midnight 45 or 73.

Add 50c for «A/pp/ng and pa
Ordain must ba oc com pon by DM 

»»corm.
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NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC Tromben« Section, 100X Conn equippadl Left

ell wtitandinq trombone oulhoritlei.

Whether the requirement is for symphony

model of your choice, or write for folder.

CONN

mate art.stry and superb perform
ance of Nat Cole and the realiza-

power to him. I hope he makes all 
the money there is.

G. Ginn, Ltd., Dept. 371, Elkhart, Ind.

tion that here

for those who know—because only a CONN offers all the finest advantages in tone,

intonation and craftsmanship See your Conn dealer for the

that statement More

More top professional trombone men play CONN than any other make!

jazz .. . only a CONN will do

New York—Bon-Bon, the Phila
delphia vocalist who was one of 
the top male banc, singers when 
he worked with Jan Savitt 13 
years ago, made a comeback by 
joining Tommy Reynolds here.

He was featured on Reynolds’ 
first record date under thi* band’s 
new Derby contract. Arrangem« nts 
for the session were penned by 
Jerry Bittick and Eddie Wilcox.

Reynolds hand, now under man
agement of Bernie Woods, has 
been playing weekends at the Rus
tic Cabin and other dates around 
New York.

before I record it,” Nat says, and 
in the statement may lie the key 
to his success. Nat says he treats 
each song a a a different story and. 
because he is blessed with the kind 
of voice which is adaptable, he 
tries to change his mood and his 
feeling and his sound to fit the 
song The lyrics are important, too, 
with Nat, and I bet it isn’t often

till HARRIS, r«wt 1ST PLACE WINNER 
both Down Beat and Metronome popu
larity polk, for 7th consecutive yearl 
Play* CONN 6-H trombone. Now on tour 
with "Jail at the Philharmonic”

performances of The Biggest Show in the Bay Area in Feb
ruary. more impressive than the SRO business at the Para
mount, more impressive than the quiet, adult behavior of 
the crowd. That was the consum-^----------------- ----------------------------------

JOSEPH ORTOLANO, tint trombe.« 
(CONN 6-H) with Vincent Lopot and N» 
orchestra. Has played CONN for 9 years* 
Formerly with Tommy Dorsey, Chaika 
Spivak and Vaughn Monroe.

TOMMY PEDEKSON, sola trombone 
(CONN 24-H) with the fine Frank DeVol 
CBS radio band. Formerly with Tommy 
Dorsey, Woody Hermon and Benny 
Goodman .Has played CONN 1 8 yearsl

Quretly, without the benefit of 
tuh-thuniping publicity, without 
the asset (?) of tht false sincerity 
of writing personal notes to disc 
jockies, without the usual bushwa 
ladled out on record program af
ter record program through the 
medium of personal appearances. 
Nat Cole has gradually assumed 
the position if number-one boy in 
the singing league.

He sort of crept in on us. It is 
still hard to think of Nat as pri
marily a vocalist, yet that is what 
he is. He hasn’t tried to stuff it 
down people’s throats—in fact he 
has, if anything. been too penurious 
with his disc jockey visits. Yet, 
Nat Cole stands before us in 1953 
as the one guy who can make a 
hit any time he makes a record, 
as the nne singer whose appeal 
transcends all lines, all age groups, 
all types of audiences and reaches 
people.

The smartest thing he evei did 
was drop his high-priced, big
name trio, and concentrate on the 
selling point that was always re
sponsible for his success—his own 
voice Like Armstrong, who has 
risen to new heights of popularity 
singing pop songs with big-bard 
backing, Nat has reached so far 
past his jazz audience that it is 
actually true some of them are

Hollywood—Imperial, west coast
based firn which has been active 
and successful in the hillbilly and 
blurs and rhythm field, -make» its 
entry into the pop field with sign
ing of Berny S’ . r g

Strong, rrcehtly at the Trianon 
where he tried a TV tie-up similar 
to that of Lawrence Welk at the 
Aragor, bat without the samt re
sults, is set for L.A.’s- Cocoanut 
Grove following Ray Noble.

tivi 
givi

B. Strong Waxes 
Pops For Imperial

Sincerity, No Hoopla, Keeps 
Nat Cole On Top Of Ladder

Ex-Top Hatter 
Tries On Derby

Four Aces Split Up 
For Promotion Tour

nici 
tud<

Nat Cole Take a look at the Capi
tol list of all-time best sellers, and 
you find three of Nat’s records on 
it. No one else has more than one. 
Sure, a lot of singers make one or 
two records that go the limit. But 
Nat makes almost anything sell.

Is this broad appeal of his the 
"commercialism” so many jazz 
fans are bugged by? Not at all. 
It’s the true jazz feeling that 
makes Nat Cole sell to the public. 
Jazz was always the people’» mu
sic, and it always was sincere 
music and happy music. Even old- 
tiiner Bunk Johnson knew that— 
“Jazz is playing from the heart; 
you don’t lie,” he once said. And 
every time Nat grabs that mike 
and starts to sing, he’s proving the

surprised 
piano.

word, here as well as elsewhere, 
but it’s the element that has made

Lives With It 
with a song for awhile

RALPH J. GLEASON
ine thing literally leaped out of the four

Cab Calloway, who made the 
European jaunt, remains in the 
role of Sportin’ Life.

Cincinnati—The Four Aces split 
up for the first time in their ca
reer early in February for indi
vidual promotion appearances in 
the midwest.

After closing in Milwaukee, the 
Aces spread out to beat the drums 
for You Fooled Me, which, accord
ing to their personal manager 
Herb Kessler, has now reached the 
400,000 sales mark. Al Alberts 
covered Grand Rapids and Lans
ing, Mich. Lou Silvestri and Kess
ler covered Cleveland. Dave Ma
honey and Sod Vaccero took in 
Detroit. Dave then went on to

New York — Leslie Scott, who 
sang with Louis Armstrong’s last 
big band and more recently with 
Xavier Cugat, played the «ole of 
I orgy, alternating with Laverne 
Hutcherson, wher Porgy and Bess 
opened March 10 at the Ziegfeld 
theater here.

Cast arrived back in town after 
a two-week engagement in Paris, 
following a long and successful 
run in London.
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The Blindfold Test By Leonard Feather Books
Tenor Attends To Ten 'Tenderlyour Noted

• split

This Mound» like
things that musicians get togetherexperimentalan unique

song-publishingactenzations

given

fit the lune,

Afterthought* By Allan
Obviously Tenderly is

8. Lynn Hope Quartet. Tenderly 
(Aladdin).

4. Vaughn Monroe. 
(Victor).

information whatever,

2. Rosomary Clooney. Tenderly 
(Columbia).

give it an extra star on the pi
anist’s behalf.

tenderly . . . this record is obviously would say it is not up to hei usual 
Vaughn Monro« , who sings a good wonderful standards. I would only 
straight forward vocal. He always give this one three stars.

either before or during the test, 
■bout the records played for him.

sings in tune, and with a strong 
voice, but he doesn't strike me as

and it offend*- the 
by playing two -

how it swings. A very rare accom
plishment. Five stars.

chord*- that stick out like a sore 
thumb I don't think it’s even fun
ny frankly. I don’t know if it’s 
meant lo be. If it’s meant to be

San Francisco- Frisco’s two top 
jazz ¿pots, The Black Hawk and 
the Hangover club, have lined up 
a steady stream of talent foi the 
spring. Illinois Jacquet opened at 
the Hawk Feb. 24 for three weeks, 
to be followed by George Shearing 
(March 17) for two weeks; Earl 
Bostic (April 7) for two weeks; 
Chubby Jackson and Bill Harris 
(April 21) for four wieks and 
Johnny Hodgi« (May 19) for a 
month. Vernon Alley's Quartet 
continues as house band.

Red Nichols opened at the Hang
over Feb. 12; to be followed by 
Jack Teagarden (March 12): 
Muggsy Spanier (April 9); Kid 
Ory (May 7); and the George 
Lewis band (June 1) making their 
first appearance in this area.

up the other half hour just fooling 
around The kind of thing that 
Pee Wee Hunt did with Tuelfth 
Street Rag, -nd lo and behold it 
turns out to be a hit. I don’t know

9. Clark Dennis. Tenderly (Capi
tol). With Walter Gross (com
poser of Tenderly) at the piano.

This type of voice has been so 
long associated with Irish tenors 
that you expect him to end on 
Mavoumeen or something. Who
ever this is, he sings impeccably; 
technically it’s very fine, but some
how it -lounds out of place on the 
song. I would give it two points, 
except that the pianist, whoever 
he was, was wonderful. So I’ll

rhythm «ertion, 1 don’t know if it’s 
thr way it’s written or the way it’s 
«■corded; but it sounds very stodgy 

।nd it holds it back in places. But 
I -till think that in view of the ex
cellent performance and the section 
work it’s worth four stars.

Thal was u much more satisfac
tory version of Tenderly, and you

playing this way? Frankly I don’t 
think he would, because I had the 
pleasure of hearing his band on 
many occasions both in L ondon and 
Paris, I mean the army band of 
course; and he was gradually get
ting away from the clarinet lead 
sound.

I think if a hand wants to be 
distinctive and recognizable it 
should develop n style nf its own, 
and not take somebody else’i style. 
I’ll give it two stars because it was 
pretty well played; the last chorus 
was quite nice and full and thick.

popular song with musicians and 
singers, and will no doubt taka 
its place in the ranks of the great 
standards. It compares with Body 
and Soul, Laura, and others that 
will be just as popular 50 years 
from now. All the more credit to 
it that it’s bien written recently 
—we usually have to go back 15 
years to find this type of song.

The general picture is that 
everybody enjoys recording it and 
usually does a very good job.

As far as 3/4 as against 4/4 it 
makes very little difference to the 
song; I’ve sung it both ways and 
I find it doesn’t hinder your in
terpretation either way. If the 
pianist prefers to play it 3/4, I 
just tell him to go ahead.

10 Woody Herman. Tenderly 
(Capitol). Arr. Neal Hefti.

Despite its contrived plot, spuri
ous sex scenes, and lack of literary 
merit, The Money Song may turn 
out to be n money book, simply be
cause it is the first novel in recent 
years to make extensive use of the 
Tin Pan Alley setting.

The Money Song by Arnold Shaw 
(306 pp., Random House, $3.00) is 
u novel that should be of consider
able interest to the estimated five 
out of every four Americans who 
think they can write a hit.

It will also have a specialized 
appeal to those inside the music 
business who will observe here, 
either under their real names or in 
thinly disguised fictional roles, such 
people as Mitch Miller, Georgia 
Gibbs, and others in the vortex or 
or the periphery of Tin Pan Alley.

Centra] character is Ken Sloan, 
■ writer of “special material” songs 
who has yet to crash into tht pop 
hit market. Through various char-

e, the 
drums 
.ccord- 
inager 
ed the 
ilberts 
Lans- 
Kess-

I Ma-

Bill Harris, trombone; Buddy 
Savitt, tenor.

Thia, for my money, is thr beat 
of the bunch! Perhaps I’m biased, 
because I like everything Herman’s 
ever done, dating from way back. 
Interpretation, arrangement, solos 
— everything about this record 
pleus<M> me. Bill Harris, I assume, 
on trombone, Getz on tenor, and 
probably Ralph Burna’ arrange
ment. It’s also very remarkable

ing, his technique, 
sense is very fine, 
four point- without 
tions.

admire about Rosemary Clooney 
«nd thul ia her ability to -ing beau
tifully, tastefully, pirfrrll» in tunc, 
with fine control; feeling, tone, 
everything that »ou could desire; 
and turn over the rex ord and there 
»he goes away on u million record 
hit seller. There urr very few peo
ple who can do that th«*M* days,

They Swing, Come 
Spring, In Frisco

ten records. Inevitably, because so 
many interesting versions of it 
have cropped up in the past couple 
of years, Tenderly came to mind 
as the likeliest subject.

Alan, significantly, never became 
bored by the monotony of the matt 
rial and retained the same objec
tivity throughout the test. He was

having an awful lot of emotion in 
hi- singing, which 1 think is an 
essential part of any song, unless 
you are singing a madrigal or -ome- 
thing, *o I would say give this two 
point» for an adequate commercial 
record.

Well, for the first chorus it 
sounded like any one of six Lunds 
that are copying the Glenn Mil
ler style these days, both in the 
State«-' und m England, and until 
the trumpet lolo you couldn’t tell 
it was Ray Anthony. And I think 
that's the mistake that everybody 
makes, because if everybody tries 
to play like Glenn Miller, then how 
do you know who they are? And in
cidentally, the clarinet lead and 
the brass section were not a- clean 
S3 the Glenn Miller sectiom were, 
snd not -uch a fine tone. If they 
are going to do it, they hould do 
it »r perfect, at least, a.-. Glenn Mil
ler.

1 wonder if Miller’s band were 
functioning today and if Miller 
were alive with us, would he be

his harmonic 
I’ll give this 
any reserva-

Because Alan Dean, more than 
any other singer I have met in the 
last couple of years, has the tech
nical knowledge and critical atti
tude uf a true musician (he used 
to be an instrumentalist himself), 
I decided to use him as the guinea-

blindfold test.
The idea was to 

tune, but different

7. Sarah Vaughan. Tenderly 
(MGM). Rec. 1946.

Well, I think it’s Sarah Vaughan 
I haven’t heard this particular rec 
ord of Tenderly, but I can say that 
I know < >ff hand at least ten recordi- 
of Sarah Vaughan's that come into 
the five star class and many, many 
others that come well up to that; 
but this one definitely doesn’t. It 
has Sarah Vaughan’s approach 
somehow, but I don’t know. I’m not 
sure that it is even her, because it 
doesn't have the warmth that she 
usually has. I’m puzzled by this, 
because I thought it was Sarah in 
the opening bars and then I sat 
all the way through waiting for

5. Johnny Hodges. Tenderly 
(Mercury).

That was magnificent playing, 
just perfect: there isn’t a flaw in 
the record. I assume it’s Johnny 
Hodges. He’s playing better than 
ever, that’s all I can eay. I always 
was a great Hodge- fan. I love all 
the stuff he did with Ellington, and 
later on with his own group. I 
would give this four and a half 
if you have such a thing.

6. Killy May. Tenderly (Capitol).
I think Tenderly must induce 

people to great things, because that 
too was a very fine recording, obvi
ously Billy May's band. I think it's 
quite a remarkable thing that he’s 
the only person in the last 10 years 
that has i omc up with a new sound 
that really means anything. This 
record is very well arranged, and 
very well played indeed. The only 
on«* fault I can find with it is the

ever it is. First of all it offends 
the commercial rules by wasting 24 
bar- bi fon getting to the melody,

Th« Records
I. Ray Anthony. Tenderly 

(Capitol).

»«ho this is, but I shouldn't think 
they would have nerve enough to

people and the use of their dialog 
in explaining some of the foibles 
and paradoxes of the Brill Building 
boys (much of the action takes 
place in this Broadway songmen’s 
cynosure) Shaw manages to draw 
a reasonably-accurate picture of 
the condition.*, confronting a song
writer who has the misfortune to 
be saddled with musical and ethical 
integrity.

These inside glimpses of Tin Pan 
Alley are woven around a love 
story involving Sloan and Nancy 
Hawthorne, who works for a major 
publisher Unfortunately it is here 
that the book bogs down. The two
dimensional characters never come 
to life; their dialog is stiff, the nar
rative passages reek of the pulp 
novelette, and some of their names, 
such as Smash Borden and Hot 
Stove Harry, smack more of a 
Damon Runyon satire than of con
vincing fiction.

What Mr. Shaw is trying to say 
(as another Mr. A. Shaw said last 
year in a book called The Trouble 
with Cinderella) is that the music 
business is largely populated by 
phonies. He succeeds in establish
ing this point, along with the im
plication that nobody, including the 
biggest and wisest publisher, Has 
the prescience and judgment to dia-

and then please the r«,cord buyers. 
I think this is definitely worth four 
points.

3. Oscar Paterson. Tenderly 
(Mercury).

I think this is Oscar Peterson, 
or one of the Swedish pianists I 
have heard who play very much in 
this style. On the -ither hand it 
might even be Andre Previn; who
ever it was, was very, very good, 
his touch and dynamics, his phras-

use the same 
artists, on all
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like fJroukte lAJitk (findereKa
By Arrangement Willi Farrar Straus. And \ounq Inc.

(Editor’s Note: This is the sixth installment of Artie’ 
Shaw’s book. Earlier chapters described his childhood on 
New York’s lower East Side and in New Haven where, in 
his early teens, he won an amateur contest playing saxo
phone, quit high school to spend a year with the important 
local band of Johnny Cavallaro, then was fired after an en
counter with the bottle. After landing sporadic work with 
an amateurish group of kids called the Kentuckians and a 
second band that played tenth-rate engagements, Shaw 
abandoned his aspirations temporarily and dejectedly re
turned home.)

By now it was the end of summer. One day I got a tele
phone call from Cavallaro, who by this time had cooled down 
sufficiently to let bygones be bygones. He was going down 
to Miami with his band for the winter season and offered 
me the job. I accepted, but there was one minor hitch con
nected with it. I didn’t feel it worth mentioning at the time; 
for it might have meant losing the job. So 1 said nothing at all.

This was the trivial matter of ‘
my having to be able to play 
enough clarinet to double on it. 
Sooner or later, if a fellow wants 

professionally, 
requirement. I 
clarinet, and I

to play saxophone 
this is a standard 
had never owned a 
hadn’t the slightest idea of how to 

though, I wasplay one. By then, „ .
feeling my oats enough to con
sider this nothing more than a rela
tively unimportant matter, easily 
overcome. The thing to do, I felt, 
was to get the job first, and after 
that I could get hold of a clarinet
and somehow learn to play it.

I finally did get hold of one of 
these complicated little wooden 
pipes. I bought it for thirty bucks 
from * guy who had apparently 
had his own difficulties with it and 
was understandably anxious to get 
rid of it once and for all. I took 
the thing home, and there, to my 
amazement, found that, although it 
had a mouthpiece and a reed not 
too unlike my soprano saxophone, 
and keys that pressed down in a 
somewhat similar way, there was 
no further resemblance between 
the two instruments. For the three 
of four days before I was due to 
leave town with Cavallaro’s band, 
1 fooled around with this new 
problem; but the results were prac 
tically nil.

We finally left Town for New 
York in Cavallaro's old car. From 
there we took the boat to Jackson
ville. On the way down, in between 
bouts of seasickness, I somehow 
managed to figure out a method of 
producing a few heart-rending 
squeaks and squeals on the baf
fling new addition to my growing 
arsenal of musical weapons (for by 
now I had also acquired still an
other saxophone, a baritone, this 
«ne almost m large m myself, bul 
presenting no great new hurdles, 
since aside from its sice it was the 
same as any other member of the 
saxophone family).

By the time we arrived at Jack
sonville I had accomplished two 
things. The first was to drive 
everybody on board the luckless 
vessel absolutely out of his or her 
mind; and the second was that by 
dint of making these curious 
sounds on the clarinet over and 
over and over, I had got to the 
point where I was reasonably sure 
of being able to repeat them more 
or less at will, for whatever they 
might be worth—and as to that, 
I wasn’t going to think about it 
until I had to. Once, Cavallaro

overheard me and asked me if I 
was sure I could play clarinet. I 
told him I’d only been kidding 
around, of course I could. How he 
was ever able to swallow that, I’ll 
never know, but he did.

At Jacksonville, we all set out 
in the car once more, and from 
then until we arrived in Miami, I 
had no further opportunity of 
establishing a more intimate re
lationship with my clarinet. So I 
philosophically resigned myself to 
meeting and dealing with what
ever storms I might encounter at 
such time as they might burst on 
my confused head.

Really Angry
“Burst” is right. For if Caval

laro had been sore at me last sum
mer, over the red bathing suit 
affaire, this time his wrath reached 
majestic and downright Jovian pro
portions. He had always been, as

Artie Shaw

1 have already shown, a hot- 
tempered man. As a rule, his fits 
of anger blew themselves out after 
one quick violent explosion. Which 
was just as well for him, for no 
one could have endured a long- 
protracted spasm of the sort of 
rage he gave way to on occasion. 
Still, this one time, when I picked 
up my clarinet during our first re
hearsal and he got a load of what 
I was now seriously trying to 
palm off as clarinet playing—well, 
there’s no sense in trying to de
scribe what he looked like.

By keeping carefully out of hi« 
reach, I gave Cavallaro the rest of 
that day to consider the problem 
I had raised. This problem boiled 
down to these alternatives: one was 
lo send me home immediately—the

taraJan’iM Jczsias ~PUNO

GUITAR
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MtSHT 
TROMPO

CHARU
VENTURA 
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other wm to let me stay and finish 
out the engagement clarinet or no 
clarinet. The first of these wm ul
timately ruled out because it would 
have cost Cavallaro not only my 
fare back home (according to mu
sicians' union rules) but the fare 
for some other musician to come 
down lo Miami und take my place.

During the ensuing three months, 
he never quite managed to get over 
the shock of the first time he heard 
me poop out a few little squeaks 
and squawks on the clarinet. And 
every time I reached for it, he 
winced noticeably.

Nevertheless I managed to sal
vage something out of the wreck
age. By the time we’d finished our 
stay in Miami and come back to 
New Haven again, I had learned 
to make out after a fashion on this 
innocuous-looking but dangerous 
little instrument I had acquired. 
Not that I was able to play the 
clarinet well — or even passably 
well, by all legitimate standards— 
but I was at least able to get 
through the kind of clarinet parts 
that were occasionally required in 
the orchestrations I was apt to 
run into in the average dance band

Chiron

of that period. So there was that 
on« net gain, as far as I was con 
cerned. As far as Cavallaro him
self was concerned — fortunately 
that ceased to be a matter of in
terest to me shortly after we ar
rived home.

For at that point I got my first 
really professional job in the
closest thing to a real orchestra 
I had yet had an opportunity to
work in. Out of this new job, I 
learned my biggest musical lesson 
to date. That is, that just as there 
are all sort* of degrees and mean
ing in the term "amateur” — so 
there are many shades of meaning 
in the term “professional.” 

(Copyright. Utt. Artie Sha*)

Berstein To Lead 
Brandeis U. Fete

Conductor-composer Leonard 
Bernstein again will direct the 
annual Festival of the Creative 
Arts to be held at Brandeis Uni
versity, Waltham, Masa., the week 
of June 14. The festival instituted 
last year, will feature ballet, opera, 
theater, music, films, and poetry.
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11. Chiron Co., Inc.

Reeds
Thi* distinctive product i* made 
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inating tradition of old world 
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PROFESSIONAL OR BEGINNER—THERE'S A CUNDY-BETTONEY PRICED FOR YOU I

u there 
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Made of carefully selected 
and seasoned Mozambique 
Grenadilla, hand rubbed to 
a fine mellow finish. 
Integral, raised tone holes. 
The H. Bettoney model it 
a masterpiece of A merican 
craftsmanship—an instrument 
that any clarinetist will 
play with pride.

and similar crews to actually meet 
the demand. This is the word that 
comes from leading ballroom oper
ators in all parts of the country, 
who point to the steady high gross
es the sweet bands consistently 
rack up in their locations.

06 Boehm »yeten 
17 key*, 6 ring*.
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tauriour, French
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MECHANISM is precision tensioned by 
experts. All keys have equalized, light, 
positive feel and are skillfnlly designed 
anti fitted for faster, more naturally 
relaxed finger action.

INTONATION is remarkably accurate 
and superbly balanced in all registers. 
Every instrument is actually "play-tested1 
before leaving the factory.

weekly show from WSM via NBC 
. . . Skect* McDonald of Capitol 
record» recently appeared on Al

No matter how you slice it. there are a great many people 
around the 48 who are still interested in the bands that play 
primarily for dancing. And. as a result, there still aren’t 
enough of the Sammy Kaye, Guy Lombardo, Lawrence Weik,

Published By
ALTON MUSIC 
21 West Illinois 
Chicago, HI.

Bing In Chips 
Pete At Post

playing for the dancers . . . Jimmy 
Palmer back at the Melody Mill,

Huwkahaw Huw kin*, Arthur 
Smith, and Jack Cardwell all have 
.ecorded memory songs to the late

THE H. BETTONEY MODES

TRYING A CUNDY-BETTONEY at year 
dealer beat* raidins *houl it—but If you 
prater- write fer a free brochure today.

'.lent, no p.a. jatem, no heat in ing customers know and come to 
the hall. see—whether it rains, snows, or

JOHN HENRY"

Springs, Ill., with 
■ Shoes” orchestra.

n a r 3 
ect the 

ative 
ds Uni- 
Ile week 
Ftituted 
, opera, 
loetry

the other to his busy schedule. A 
new show called the Dixie Early 
Bini

Hank Snow, Lew Childer and 
Ernest Tubb are completing a 28- 
day Koiean Tour. Carolina Cotton 
just got back .. . Those wh- collect 
Hank Williams songs will probably 
notice the similarity between the 
way little Molly Bee sings Nobody’s 
Lonesome for Me and the way 
Rosemary Clooney (who oughta 
sing more country stuff) sings Why

TAlik

ras that
■ as con 
ro him 
tunately 
r of in-

Other models 
lnmJ99J0

since the days of Wayne King and Jan Garber. And 
it’s a clean, easy-to-dance-to band that has been doing 
excellent business wherever it plays. His recent dates 
at the smart Oh Henry and the resulting airshots did 
nothing but good for the crew. Pearl is becoming the

READ »
ISSUE

WLS National Barn Dance main 
topic of talk these days is the addi
tion of little daughter, Mary Chris
topher, born to the Bob Aichers .
Peanut Faircloth, disc jockey at 
WRDW, Augusta, welcomed two

New York- Call Me Lucky, the 
Bing C r o - b y ’autobiography” 
ghosted by Pete Martin, now run
ning in eight long installments in 
the Saturday Evening Post, is de
veloping into a literary bonanza

Since Martin is a staff member 
of the SEP who did the writing 
as part of his regular job, Bing, 
himself, kepi the full >75,000 fee 
for the serialization. Martin, liow- 
ever, gets one-third of the book 
rights, sold to Simon & Schuster 
for |25,000, md the British book 
rights, which went for $13,500 to 
Victor Gollanez Ltd.

The book will run about twice 
as long as the magazine serial, 
which will bring it up to a 100,000- 
word volume. Although several 
books have been published on Dei 
Single, this is the first definitive, 
fully-authorized work.

Chicago—Ray Pearl, who for the last several years has 
been making steady progress as one of the top sweet bands 
in the country, is now booked solidly through mid-1954. 
Currently he’s at the Peabody hotel in Memphis, where he 
stays until March 30. He then does 30 consecutive one-niters, 
winds up at the Rice hotel in Houston. During the summer he has 
mmvarious location dates, then to the Oh Henry ballroom 
■HBBBKwwWM here in the fall for a long stay.

I 1 n< < ’■ < 1... n caus 11 m r uls

■nd Jethro, who keep tun* with 
gum, as well as mandolin and gui
tar, figure they chew about 7,300 
sticks a year but aren’t telling 
which brand . . . Dolph Hewitt re
cently returned from a Hingham, 
Wii- , booking with his voice two

1ST ANNUAL DANCE UNO 
DIRECTORY A BUYERS GUIDE

The ballroom field lost one of its 
most colorful characters when 
Verne Sperry, owner of Meadow 
Acres in Topeka, Kan., died after 
a lengthy illness. Sperry had been 
associated with the band business 
for several decades and, together 
with Mrs. Sperry, was one of the 
most successful dance promoters 
in the midwest.

METAL TENON FERRULE and 
GRIPLOCKEO POSTS Jaure vem of 
dependable service.

top number now, Don’t let the 
Star* Gel in lour Eye«, is high on 
the hillbilly Hit Parade.

Lulu Belle and Scotty, longtime 
favorites of the WLS National Barn 
Dance, are teaming with newcom
ers Captain Stubby and the Bucca
neer» for the first time in a mom-

title <>f Bob Martin’« new country 
and western show at WMIL Mil
waukee.

Dolores Gray and Decca records 
are keeping their fingers crossed 
on her new Hank Williams num
ber Kaw-Liga . Nashville’s Grand 
Ol’ Opry was visited recently by 
Ernest Tubb, Tex Ritter, and Ehun 
Brill. Red Foley still heads the

. . . Fredu June* is the president 
of the new Texas Bill Strength 
(The Houston Star) fan club in 
Columbia, Tenn.

New York hillbilly music lovers 
(oh yes, there are plenty) were 
real glad to see and meet Goldie 
Hill when sht and Webb Pierce 
were in town recently . . . Spe
cialty Records ha* recorded Jerry 
Green of Austin, Texur . . Nelson 
Brass, dise jockey of WCOP Bos
ton gets more and more requests 
for hillbilly music. In Boston, you

OH HENRY TRIO pictured here left to right are bandleader Ray 
Pearl, R. J. Verderbar, owner of Oh Henry Ballroom (Chicago), and 
Bill Black, band booker for McConkey Music Corporation. Occasion was 
the inking of Pearl to a contract (*ee story below).

Ray Pearl Ork Booked Into 54

Importance of the ballroom as it 
civic institution was stressed re
cently in Philadelphia whin Jaine* 
A. Finnegan, president of the city 
council, presented a scroll to Mrs 
Elsie Smith, daaght r of the found
er of Wagner » ballroom. Occasion 
was the celebration of the hall’s 
60th anniversary. The scroll, signed 
by the mayor, was also accepted 
by Joseph H. Smith, grandson of 
the founder, who currently man
ages the ballroom.

Operators of the Castle Farm in 
Cincinnati alternated singing dates 
with regular dance« to fill their 
location last month. In the talent 
lineup which brought on the high 
grosses were such names as Th« 
Four Aces; Don Howard, and The 
Hilltoppers, who topped the vocal
ist contingent, and Clyde McCoy; 
Tex Beneke and Paul Neighbors

keys lower, after singing 45 min- “_______ ’________ 2 __ ,
utes straight with no accompani-। ators say, that their regular danc

most sought-after leader in town as the hot bidding 
for his services from both the Trianon und Oh Henry showed.

This is a band to watch in the coming months, one which could go 
all the way with n couple of breaks, a good record. And it should piay 
an important role in the current boom in the dance business. —jack

hails. An example was the recent 
appearance of Vaughn Monroe at 
the Cas a Loma in St. Louis. When 
the final customer had passed 
through the gate, there was little 
doubt that the date had been high
ly successful. The reason was also 
clear—the customers knew that 
they would get a full evening of 
danceable music from Monroe, and 
they weren’t disappointed.

This story only serves to illus
trate a point. Actually the same 
facts emerge on dates played iy 
Clyde McCoy, a top proof that 
good danceable music lasts a life - 
tim<, while the fadists come and 
go; Frankie Carle; Benny Strong; 
Leo Peeper and many others can 
be placed in this category-

♦The Beat's Best Bets 
March II, 1953

FREE BLOWING-Bellcut tone holes 
and accurate bore produce flexible, 
controllable power to »pare—even 
at full fortissimo.

Dance 

Campaign 

Special
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By LEONARD FEATHER
¿AC*"«

Some weeks ago I made a passing reference to Maynard 
Ferguson and indicated that as my particular bete noire he 
deserved a whole column to himself some day.

Since I scarcely know this young man personally and have already 
gone on record in favor of certain aspects of the Kenton orchestra, 
the following remarks should be interpreted as analytical criticism, 
though inevitably they will be half digested by a number of readers 
who will protest that "Maynard can blow longer, louder, and higher 
than anyone and who do you think you are to criticize him?”

The Maynard Ferguson phenomenon has bothered many others be
sides this one puzzled listener. It has bugged just about everyone who 
writes about jazz and has studied the subject seriously; it has disturbed 
innumerable trumpet players, who are not jealous of Maynard’s emi
nence, but merely resentful that the prestige accorded him is not re
served for someone more worthy of il.

For the fact is, whether you talk to Hentoff, Hoefer, Gleason, Tracy, 
or any of their contemporaries, or to Dizzy, Miles, Shavers, Roy, or 
any other leading trumpet player, you will find, with minor variations, 
the same opinion among all of them: Maynard Ferguson has fine lungs 
and leather lips, his technique is extraordinary, but he is not the No 1 
jazz trumpet player—not by a mile or a million notes.

Since you, the average Down Beat reader, are as likely as not one 
of the very people who helped vote Maynard into the No. 1 trumpet 
spot in several annual polls, I am curious to learn by what ratiocina
tion you arrived at a conclusion that brought this musician to the top 
when in other categories you showed such impeccable taste.

How, I wonder (and the other critics and musicians wonder with me), 
can you vote for Charlie Parker, Buddy DeFranco and Stan Getz, then 
turn around and root for Ferguson?

We just can’t figure it.
The other votes would seem to indicate a clear understanding of the 

objective of the poll. You didn’t elect Herbie Fields on clarinet or 
Maurice Rocco on piano or Big Jay McNeely on tenor, though they 
are roughly the counterparts of Ferguson on their respective instru
ments.

What is it that makes so many fans believe that what Maynard 
Ferguson plays is jazz, when to so many intelligent listening musicians 
it is a ghastly and unswinging display of bad taste? How is it possible 
that where the swing generation elected BG and TD as idols, the fans 
of today can spend their franchise on MF?

Obviously there is some basic misconception of the real meaning of 
jazz improvisation. The screaming, rending agony of a Ferguson finale 
is the complete negation of jazz, representing a brand of neurotic 
tension as far removed from this musical idiom as a loose, relaxed 
Charlie Parker solo is close to it.

I remember reading a statement in these pages by MF that he is 
sincere in performing this way. If this be true, it must mean that in
stead of playing artificially with the excuse that it earns more public 
approbation and more box office receipts, he has become so confused 
by the reaction to this type of performance that he actually believes 
in it himself.

There have been a few records where Maynard Ferguson had the 
good taste to show that he is capable of playing jazz trumpet. The best 
examples were a couple of sides he made with Ben Webster for Mer
cury. It seems almost symbolic of his attitude that his name was never 
used in connection with these sides (the actual reason was his Capitol 
contract, but I wonder whether he would have been proud or ashamed 
to lend his name to these performances had he been allowed to?)

Needles* lo say, it i* not for performances of this type that Maynard 
won the poll. It i» almost in spite of them. Conte Candoli ha* sat along
side Maynard in the Kenton trumpet section for months, playing night 
after night, solos that are superior to Ferguson’s in taste, dignity, ideas, 
and content; yet Conte ran seventh in the poll with less than 300 votes. 
Just playing good trumpet, it seems, isn’t enough.

It may be argued that Louis Armstrong, Dizzy, and others have 
resorted to high note tricks to enlarge their audience. This is true; 
but it is also true that these commercial gimmicks were added after 
they had earned recognition for their real musical qualities. They won 
the respect of musicians, the acclaim of fans, before they ever had to 
start training their eyes and mouthpieces on the third balcony. May
nard won his acclaim with the fans after he had shown them that he 
could go higher than the next guy.

Perhaps there is something vaguely impressive to the average fan 
about making an instrument sound like something that it isn’t. Tenor 
players today are getting to sound more and more like altos, altos 
sometimes emulate sopranos; trombones reach up into the trumpet 
range; and a trumpet receives wild applause when it gets to sounding 
like a disoriented piccolo.

Next time you listen to a trumpet solo, try to forget that it’s a 
trumpet. Think in terms of melodic, harmonic and rhythmic original
ity; reject technique per se; look for inner meaning and continuity, 
with or without the high notes.

If you can do this and still come out a Ferguson fan, I’ll join the 
New Yorker's parade of Hungry Critics and eat Maynard’s hat mute. 
And I hope it won’t be seasoned with arsenic—because honest, May
nard, it’s nothing personal!

«■URCR04W
** TIED NOTE*
BANNISTER-VAN AMBER— Paul Bannist

er, head of midwest oreh. department of 
Associated Booking agency, and Jean Van 
Amber, Feb. 14 in Chicago.

BARDACH-THOMPSON—Bunny Bardach 
and Dorothy Thompson (not the writer), 
Feb. 3 in Newark. N. J. Bunny plays 
tenor and is contractor for Neal Hefti.

CAMPBELL-FORVE — Jimmy Campbell, 
former Flanagan drummer, and Helen 
Forve. Feb. 7 in New York.

CLAY-SICKING Jeff Clay, vocalist with 
Sammy Kaye’s orchestra* and Gloria Sick
ing, Feb. 5 in St. Louis.

Erdman*
actor, and Sharon Randall, singer, Feb. 1 
in Las Vegas.

ERTEGUN-HOLM — Ahmet Ertegun, At
lantic Records executive, and Janet Holm, 
theatrical designer. Feb. S in New York.

LEIGHTON-LOWE—Bernie Leighton, pi
anist. and Florence Lowe, Jan. 22 in New 
York.

WHITE-LYNN—Cy White, emcee-comedi
an, and Sherry Lynn, accordionist, Feb. 
3 in Philadelphia.

NEW NUMBERS
ANDREWS—A daughter to Mr. and Mn. 

John Andrews, Jan. 80 in Cleveland, Dad 
is WTAM-WNBK pianist-singer.

BERMAN—A son, Daniel Frank (7 lbs. 
10 ox.) to Mr. and Mrs. Marty Berman, 
Jan. 28 in Van Nuys* Calif. Dad plays 
baritone with Les Brown.

CARYL—A son to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie 
Caryl, Feb. 11 in Liverpool. Mom is Celia 
Nicholls, Scottish stage and radio singer; 
Dad is bandleader.

ELGART—A son, Brock Aldous (9 Iba.) 
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Elgart, Jan. 27 in 
New York. Dad plays lead alto.

HORNE—A daughter, Susan (8 lbs. 7 
oz.) to Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Horne, Feb. 
8 in Brooklyn, N. Y. Dad is with Marvin 
Drager publicity office.

LOPEZ—A daughter, Michele Marie (7 
lbs.) to Mr. and Mrs. Perry Lopez. Feb. 
5 in Philadelphia. Dad plays guitar with 
Ellis Larkins Trio.

KRAMER—A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. 
J. J. Kramer, Feb. K in Dallas, Tex. Mom, 
Lucille Cunningham, Is singer-accordionist.

NAPTON—A daughter, Betsy, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Hugo Napton, Jan. 10 in Mon
roe, Ga. Dad plays sax with Joe Sudy.

OLES—A son, Richard (4 lbs. 4 oz.) to 
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Oles. Jan. 26 in New 
York. Dad plays trumpet on the John 
Gart show on ABC-TV, CBS-TV and 
NBC-TV.

organist, Feb. 15 in West Orange, N. J.
DULMAGE—Will E. Dulmage, 69, com

poser of popular and semi-classical music, 
Feb. 11 in Dearbon, Mieh.

FINCH—Charles E. Finch, 55, band
leader, Feb. 6 in Cincinnati, O.

FRANK—Thomas A. Frank, piano firm 
executive. Jan. 19 in Bellingham, Wash.

HAMMED — Tosh Hammed, 57, song
writer, Feb. 6 in New York.

RICE—James K. Rice. 45, guitarist re
cently in Richmond Ind.

PFAD ™Ln |SSUi
1ST ANNUAL DANCE BAND 
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W. £ Maynes Co.
MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE BOEHM FLUTES
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CAN YOU NAME THIS CHORD?
Al Caiola's hand curve, for a stretch that could 
seem a challenge after a «lay's workout on an 
ordinary guitar. The slim, slim Gretach Hirade 
Neck literally gives his fingers extra length, 
make* playing easier-faster. Try this chord on 
your own guitar now—then visit your Gretach 
dealer and try it on the new Miracle Neck 
guitar. You’ll be amazed at the difference!

Satchmo By Night, Juilliard By 
Day-Cozy Recipe For Living

Boston—Cozy Cole is one of the undeniable giants of jazz 
drumming. Cozy Cole practices two to three hours a day, has 
studied with tympanist Saul Goodman of the New York Phil
harmonic and is yearning to finish his final semester at Juil
liard. This set of facts is intercon-^ ■ ~ -- ------ 

ERDMAN-RANDALL — Richard

netted and underlines the passion
ate search for perfection with which 
Cozy relentlessly pursues the arl 
of jazz drumming.

Cozy will have been with Louis 
Armstrong 3!£ years come May, 
and he likes it fine. Before joining 
Pops, Cozy had been with Cab 
Calloway, the Carmen Jones en
tourage, Raymond Scott, Benny 
Goodman and Stuff Smith.

“Nowadays it’s impossible to 
select one’s favorite drummers 
without pointing out that each 
man has his particular skill, like 
Charlie Smith on brushes. But if 
I have to list, it would be Jo Jones, 
Gene Krupa, Max Roach, Roy 
Haynes, Louis Bellson, Buddy 
Rich, and a lot more.

“As for myself, I have to keep 
practicing because the more you 
practice, the more you find out. 
I’m also studying some piano. Af
ter all, you always have so much 
to learn. And a drummer has to 
qualify himself so that he can 
play with any band. For example, 
this is the first time I’ve played 
with a Dixieland group.

“Eventually I suppose I would
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Cozy Cole
three semesters at Juilliard, I’ve 
studied vibes with Freddie Al
bright, Terry Gibbs’ teacher.

“Yes, it’s so much in the study 
ing. You’ve got to know all the 
fundamentals, the rudiments, so 
well that you can break them if 
necessary. If you know your fun
damentals and have imagination, 
you can keep a moving, growing 
solo going as long as you like.

“But it takes work. Anything

caler

like to teach, but right now I feel worthwhile does. Like giving up 
like playing a few more years and smoking,” Cozy grinned. “That’s 
studying some more. Aside from what I’m working on this year.” 
tympani with Goodman and the —not

WOOD A son, Peter (6 lbs. 
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Wood, Feb. 
York. Dad is songwriter.

FINAL BAR
ARENDS—Henry Arends. 50,

5 in New

nightclub

FOR BETTER TONE-LONGER REED LIFE I try ore at a 
clarinet and alto sax *L2S I RSf/SS 
te»orsax__________ *1.35 I or write
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Spotlight on AL CAIOLA

Coast Not So Clear 
For Ina Ray Hutton

Hollywood — Ina Ray Hutton, 
whose all-girl ork and show 
(KTLA) has had the coast TV field 
to itself since Ada Leonard with
drew, was due for competition with 
release here, starting March 2, 
via KTTV, of the Hormel All-Girl 
series.

The Hormel show was filmed in 
Chicago but was to get its first 
release here as a kind of test-run.

Capitol Re-Inks Betty
Hollywood — Betty Hutton, who 

recently has been recording for 
Victor, re-signed with Capitol last 
month. Thus she returns to the 
firm where she had a string of 
hits in the mid-40s, including Doc
tor, Lawyer, and Indian Chief.

Top CBS Guitarist Caiola, plays a heavy radio and TV schedule 
appearing with Archie Bleyer, Ray Bloch, Alfredo Antonini; records 
steadily as well. Al says the “Miracle Neck” of his Gretsch Electromatie
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Guitar (with twin Gretsch- 
DeArmond pickups) cutR 
down the tension of his heavy 
schedule, keeps his hands 
fresh for show-time: “Fast
est, easiest-playing, richest- 
toned guitar I’ve ever owned.” 
Write today for more about 
this sensational Gretsch in
novation— plus the Gretsch 
Guitar Guide, yours FREE. 
Address: The Fred. Gretsch 
Mfg. Co., 60 Broadway, 
Brooklyn 11, N, Y. Dept. 
DB-353.
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Rico Herds Buffalo To
Jazz Via Wax, Concerts

In Buffalo, New York, a city very much like other cities 
of its size all across the country, an ex-marine named Joe 
Rico is proving the point that good jazz can be very palatable 
to the public, if it is only given«*------------------- ■ ■■■ oi aan
the chance. Ml . j VM alii

In onlj three single-
idl I

< JBB
on WWOL has

enriched the folks in this western Mr
New York community with such

Count Basie, K
lespie, Duke Ellington, Billie Holi 
day, Charlie Parker, and Buddy 
Rich to minium a f<w. All these I V WA
ah nted aitists hav< appeal rd .

I>ei son as well as many, main times g
on jb*

To Joe the mW
in

A ■ ■

■ I Ii I' ' ' e.
a consistent daily avalanche, and 
jazz stars consider a visit to 
WWOL’s Joe Rico a must on their 
calendars.

All-Jazz Show
The great thing about Rico is 

that he has lent a dignity and a 
stature to a form of music that 
can easily proselytize its listeners, 
if it is only accorded intelligent 
and consistent public presentation. 
This Joe has done it. The stingy 
15-minute concession to jazz that 
is so frequently labeled by other 
jocks as “our jazz segment’’ is 
never present here. This is all jazz, 
and Rico doesn’t mind telling his 
listeners so.

Aside from his daily presenta
tion via the airwaves, Rico has 
made a good habit of presenting 
jazz artists in person. As n pro
moter in his own right, he has 
s)>onsored concerts in Buffalo and 
Toronto. Rico has always believed 
in bringing the artist directly to 
the people. Their record fans have 
almost invariably doubled ami 
tripled.

Says Joe: 
tential form 
as well as

"Jazz is the most go 
of music in America, 
Europe, today. It is

looming larger and larger and 
slowly but very surely becoming 
more appreciated by everyone . . . 
even the $3.60-seats cats!”

Joe Rico

Strictly Ad Lib
(Jumped from Page 3) 

Daiuitu Ju, Red Caps and Treniers 
keep Ciro’s Cub room rockin’ . . . 
The Mary Kaye trio is set for sev
eral weeks at the Casablanca res
taurant in Palm Beach . . . Recent 
vacationers in this area: Bunny 
Goodman, Charlie Ventura, .Dave 
Gurroway and Eddie Fisher.

—Bob Marshall
ATLANTA: Buddy Morrow scored 

solid hit at Standard club on Feb
ruary 6 and 8 . . . Tokey Trio has 
become most talked-about combo 
in town and has received offers 
from four recording companies on 
strength of doubling business at 
San-Souci . . . RCA rhythm and 
blues star Piano Red joins forces 
with Victor folk singer Jimmy 
Smith and a western 10-piece dance 
band in a weird alliance that is 
packing 2,500 customers into the 
Rhythm Ranch on Thursdays 
through Saturdays . . . Blue Bar-

—Mel Mund.l ron was set for spring dance at

by the makers 
of the famous 
Harmon 
"Wow-Wow"*

HARMON 
PRO-FIBE

Harmon brings 
you o complete 
new line of 
smartly styled, 
vulcanized fibre mutes—new tonal effects, playing in 
absolute pitch in all registers, instantly responsive — 
featuring the Harmon recessed Lifetime Resonator

Acclaimed the new Number One Mute by 
leading names in modern music

♦ *•,. U. $. roiwt OHIca

HARMON MUTE
CHICAGO 44,

Chittison Sees Big Things\ 

Ahead For New Singer
Miami—"This girl is bound to become one of the greatest!” 

Soft-voiced Herman Chittison doesn’t permit himself undue 
optimism on many counts, but is definite in his confidence in 
the future of 22-year-old Irene Williams, who is singing with 
his trio.

Herman takes pardonable pride 
in the fact that Irene has devel
oped under his guidance in the last 
year-and-a-half but minimizes his 
role in her success. “Sure, I’ve 
done what I could to help her,” he 
said, "but what she’s got has been 
there all along. She’s just a nat-

Plucked From School
Irene nearly became a dietician, 

even though her father is Clarence 
Williams, writer of Royal Garden 
Blues, Baby Won’t You Please 
Come Home, Sugar Blues, etc., and 
her mother was Eva Taylor, a 
singer heard for many years on 
NBC. Irene was in her second year 
of college when Herman, an old 
friend of the family, decided she’d 
be a good bet to join his group.

A period of intense coaching 
preceded her debut at the Blue 
Angel. Then came Toronto, fol
lowed by u run at the Theatrical 
grill in Cleveland, then to Lou 
Collins’ here.

Asked if theiv might be some 
recording activity in the near fu-

University of Georgia in Athens on 
March 7 with a trip the following 
day to the Piedmont Driving Club, 
Atlanta . . . Ray Anthony did a 
Feb. 18 one-niter at Mayfair club.

—Boh W atson
PITTSBURGH: Vaughn Monroe 

band tape-recorded two shows for 
its CBS series in this area re
cently; one at alma mater Car
negie Tech and one at the Indiana 
State Teachers’ College . . . Dor
othy Dandridge n sensation at the 
Carousel . . Victor Borge was a 
financial and artistic smash here, 
drawing over 4,000 seat-holders to 
the 3,800-seat Syria Mosque (the 
neatest trick of the week).

Roy Eldridge filled it 10-day en
gagement at the Midway, starting 
Feb. 25 . . . Daryl Campbell, trum
peter formerly with Charlie Spivak, 
now blowing his horn in the Tom
my Dorsey brass section . . . The 
Deuces Wild, jazz combo fronted 
by former JATP trombone ace 
Tommy Turk, going into their 
fourth year at the Midway lounge 
. . . Frances Faye at the Carouse) 
the week of March 16.

MONTREAL: Hazel Scott recent
ly made an appearance with the 
Toronto Symphony orchestra . . . 
Brew Moore, Ted Paskert (ex- 
Thornhill bassist) and Dick Garcia 
(ex-Shearing guitaust) made an 
ill-fated trip to Montreal. Their 
proposed date lasted only five days. 
Made TV and jam session dates, 
though . . Charlie Parker brought 
to town for Jazz Workshop, both

AMERICA'S FINEST

DRUMMERS
Teachers and Colleges use and 
endorse "Charley" Wilcoxon 
RUDIMENTAL "SWING" publica
tions. NOW. Six Spotlight books. 

Ox talc .v.rywh.ra or writ»

“Charley” Wilcoxon
DRUM SHOP

34* Tha Arcade. Clavdaad 14, Ohio

WOULD YOU
IO BE ABLE TO WRITE 
OW N ARRANGEMENTS 
EVEN I SING A PIANO.
TO KNOW THE: i-PART HARMONY 
OF EVERY CHORD OF MUSIC FOR 
ALL Eb, Bb & C INSTRUMENTS AT 
THE SAME TIME.

William»
replied, “We have 
in mind but will 
get back to New

Irene
ture, Herman 
several things 
wait until we
York before making any definite 
decisions.” If the raves of visiting 
performers can be considered an 
indication, you can expect the word 
of this girl’s triumph here to pre
cede her and possibly pave the way 
to a disc pact in a very few weeks.

—Bob Marshall

CBC-TV and Chez Paree club ver
sions. His first local date . . . Puul 
Bley latest Montrealer to succeed 
Oscar Peterson and Maynard Fer
guson. Paul recently cut an album 
for Prestige, including Oscar Petti
ford on the six sides . . . The Bea
ver cafe instituted a name talent 
policy booking in Erskine Hawkins, 
Savannah Churchill. Joe Allegro, 
and Tony Pastor, with more to fol-
low. —Henry Whiston

TORONTO: The New Jazz So
ciety still had no pianist or bass 
player to work behind Dizzy Gil
lespie and Charlie Parker at the 
Festival of Creative Jazz here 
May 15, but was negotiating with 
several. One third of the rhythm 
section, Max Roach, is already 
signed . . The Andrew's Sisters, 
who headed the vaudeville bill at 
the National Motor Show here in 
February, ordered five cars at the 
show, one Cadillac for each of the 
girls, ■ Studebaker for their 
agent, and a Chevrolet for their 
manager. From here, the trio 
headed back for the coast, to be
gin work on ■ new TV show.

The Bill Harris-Chubby Jackson 
group played the Colonial early 
this month, with Buddy DeFranco’s 
band, Rig Jay McNeely’s group, 
and singer Alan Dean following 
in that order . . . Mel Torme was 
scheduled to open March 30 . . . 
The bill at the Casino theater 
early in March was practically 
all-Canadian: singer Giselle Mac- 
Kenzie, Winnipeg-born, shared it 
with the Canadaires, a new Toron-

Joni James
(Jumped from Page 3)

when I heard Jo Stafford sing 
You Belong to Me I had to turn 
off the radio, I felt so bad.”

The Stafford “steal” of the glory 
on this particular song, as it 
turned out, merely delayed Joni’s 
triumph slightly. Just before com
ing to New York last fall, Joni 
and Lew Douglas got together 
again.

“Lew handed me a bunch of 
songs to look at. One was a thing 
he’d written with King Laney, 
called You Should Believe Me or 
something. I suggested making a 
question out of the title, and they 
rewrote it.

Repeat ?
“I was afraid that the same 

thing would happen to me again 
that had happened with You Be
long to Me; but while I was work
ing at the Ranch House in Provi
dence, the Boston MGM distribu
tor took an acetate of the. record 
around to the Boston disc jockeys.

“Nobody had any idea anything 
would happen; but when they 
played it, the switchboards at the 
radio stations lit up like Christmas 
trees. Everybody was surprised 
except me.”

“Why weren’t you surprised?” 
we asked.

“Why should I be? I’d worked 
hard for a long time. When you 
work four years at college and 
you finally get a diploma, are you 
shocked? I told you I’d been study
ing the so-called corny people; 
well, I’m happy to be so-called 
corny myself. Square? I'm cubic!

Lois of Help
“Besides, I was lucky enough to 

meet a lot of great people from 
time to time who said to them
selves, ‘We’ve got a little time 
bomb here, let’s see what we can 
do to help her out.’ ”

“Now that the time bomb has 
detonated,” we queried, “how did 
she feel?”

"I don't feel any different. But 
I’m getting so sick and tired of 
people saying to me ‘Don’t change, 
Joni! Be the same little Joni we 
used to know!’ and so forth, that 
if they don’t cut it out I will 
change! I’m always too busy wor
rying about my next record to 
think about changing.

Other Thing»
“And there are so many other 

things to think about and look 
forward to. I did summer stock 
while I was at school, I wanted to 
get into dramatics, and now look 
—Paramount and MGM and RKO 
and 20th are all after me. Movies 
and musical comedy, that’s what 
I want next.”

And there seems to be very 
little doubt at this stage that Joni 
James is going to get just about 
everything she wants.

Joni has her own explanation 
for it:

“I’m not talented, not gorgeous, 
but I’m an intelligent girl.”

We hate to argue with a lady, 
but it would seem to us that Miss 
Babbo underestimates herself.

to quartet. —Bob Fulford

CHRISTENSEN PIANO METHOD
Successful through the years for Swing, 

Jazz, Ragtime, Boogie, Blues, Breaks, key
board harmony, etc. At your dealer or 
sent postpaid for $2.50.

Send 20c for current monthly bulletin 
of breaks and fill-ins for hit songs, or P 
for 12 months. Mention il teacher.

The Axel Christensen Method
Studio D—P.O. Bom 427. Ojai» Californio

SWING PIANO—BY MAIL
30 S»H-»Mehlng lessons ..................$3.00

7 Folios (Clan leal t, Popular) oa. $1.00 
Chance to win $200.00 on now release
theory. Order 41 page original classical 
improvisation composed on a new theory, 
price
(Money back guarantee) (Samples)

PHIL BRETON PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 1402. Omoha S. Nebraska

PAY $125
TO HIVE \ MH ND KNOWLEDGE 
OF CHORD PROGRESSION.
TO BE ABLE TO TRANSPOSE ANY 
SONG TO ANY OTHER KfeY.

READ APRIL 22 
ISSUE

TO HF ABLE
QUESTION OF HARMONY.

ANSWER ANY

THE LIGHTNING ARRANGER
is the only musical device in the ^uald that will Di) ALL THIS! 

$500 Worth of Musical Knowledge—and You Can Carry It in Your 'Vest Pocket
DON’T DELAY—Inquire at your local 

Music Dealer or send remittance to

Lightning Arranger Co.
2929 Chaw $tr..» 
Allaatowo, Pa.

Three Models To Choose From 
“New Model” Prestboard. .$1.25
'Lifetime” Celluloid . $1.50

“Indestructible” Plastic . $2.00 
Money Refunded If Not Satisfied

1ST ANNUAL DANCE BAND 
DIRECTORY A BUYERS 8UIDE

highlighting . . .

Feature» by outstanding 
ballroom operator».



Albert. Abbey (Baker) Dalia».

Notice Thompson Trio.

Sullivan.

Nocturnes (Statler) NYC, h(The Club> Birmingham,

Watkin«. Sammy (Statler) Cleveland, h Williams,

Ellington, Duke

Combos Pavone, Tommy (Rock Garden) Williman-

( Washington-Youree )Ferguson.
Scotia,

Alley Quartet. (Blackhawk) San Furniss Bros. (Silver Rail) Toronto, nc

(Embers) NYC. (Maxwell Field)

Davenport,

Hempstead. Steak ( BlackHouse) Great Falls, Mont.
( Leighton' Half Way

(Blue Note) Chicago, 3/13- ( Darbury Room )
Hampton, Lionel (On Tour)

Republic of
(Showboat) Philadelphia. Out

New England) FINEST QUALITY HARD RUBBER

Johnny (Dome)

THE ILORLDS Fl ITESI

( Baker)

BOX HS QUEENS VILLAGE. N.Y.
Chicago.

CUTAWAY ROU SHIRTHilton)

Buddy (On Tour) GAC

Eddie (Shamrock) Houston, Tex.
Voice

City« Peabody ) Memphis, Out

( Claridge > Memphis, Out

Petti, Emil

Refreshing is the wordWillow Spring»

JACKSON-HARRIS HERD!
Chubby Jackson Bill Harris

Th* ne» STA\ kE^TO^ TIE.

FOX BROS

$1.50
DEFI

FOX BROS. TAILORS ADORISI

May. Billy (Statler) NY’C, 
Monroe. Vaughn (On Tour)

Leighton Trio, Elaine (O’Neil’s) 
Lyon Trio. Jimmy (Blue Angel)

Professional Cor not—frump«! 
Double Counterpoint

Wood Trio, Mary (Marie Antoinette) Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla., h

In 4/4, nc 
Jones. Spike

Basie, Count 
Bishop, Billy

ban Francixro—Funniest nigh l 
of thr year cropped up the night 
of the Big Raid when the S.F.

(On Tour> GAC 
( Copacaba na » N Ì

Anthony. Ray (On Tour) GAC 
Armstrong, Bob (Sky Club) Chicago

Yaged, Sol (Somerset) NYC, r
Young, Lester (Peps) Philadelphia, 3/23-

Herman. Woody ( On Tour ) GAC 
Hill, Tiny (On Tour) ABC 
Hudson, Dean (On Tour) MCA 
Humphry, Frank (On Tour) MG

3/24-4 5. h 
5/5. h

Dorsey. J immj 
Durso. Michaei

Grove, N. J.. Out 3/20 
Marterie, Ralph (Chicago) 

4/2, t

(Birdland) NYC, Out 3/25,

Franklin Quartet, Marty (Airport) Brook
lyn, N. Y., nc

Rodgers Quintette, Dave (El Cortez) Las 
Vegas. Nev., h

Waples, Buddy

Schenk.
Ala., n

Shearing.

(Colonial) Hagei

Gordon. Stomp (On Tour) ABC

(Sport Teres) Youngs

Napoleon, Andy (Pastor’s) 
Napoleon's Memphis Five.

N.Y. In addition.

(Hi Hat) Boston. 3/16-22, 
Freddie (Fiesta) Biloxi, Mi?

McVea. Jack (Cave) Vancouver. B. ( 
Mabon, Willie (On Tour) MG 
Melba. Stanley (Pierre) NYC, h 
Meyer, Ricky (Famous Tap) Chicag« 
Milburn, Amos (Peps) Philadelphia, :

old -intuii' pre

Barbara (Embers) 
Bob ( Town House )

(Mayflower) Washington,

Blue Noter»

Jimmy (Terrasi’s)
Marian (Hickory

George, Chuck (Stork Club) Shreveport
(Park Club)

town, O., 3/16-22
Williams Trio, Clarence (Vanguard) NYC

Johnny < Elmo) Billings, Mont., nc

Chicago. March 25, 1953

ioni w*n

Armstrong. Louis (Vogue Terrace) Pitts
burgh. 3/15-22, nc

Piano, Teacher's Normal Course
Piano, Student's Course
Public School Mus.—Beginner's
Public School Mus.—Supervisor's
Advanced Composition 
Ear Training A Sight Singing

Vera, Joe (Jerome) Aspen, Colo, 
4/5, h

Strong, Benny 
geles. 4/8-5/2.

Sudy. Joseph

Taylor Trio, Billy (Copa Lounge) NYC.

Jacquet, Illinois (On Tour) MG 
Jame«. Harry (Palladium) Hollywood,

Free Trio, Stan (Sheraton) Chicago, h

FREE! Send fat Max's letal Ufi» cotalog 
•odeyl

Garber. Jan (On Tour) GAC 
Garrett. Tommy (Naval Base) Charleston.

Gillespie, Dizzy iBirdland) NYC. Out 3/;
nc: (Rendezvous) Philadelphia. 3/1

Shreveport, La., h
Fina. Jack (Roosevelt) NYC, h
Fisk. Charlie (Statler) Detroit, h
Fitzpatrick. Eddie (Mapes) Reno. Nev., h
Flanagan, Ralph (On Tour) GAC
Foster, Chuck (Aragon) Chicago. Out 4/9. 

b; (Peabody) Memphis. 4/11-5/10, h

panier. Muggsy (Royal Room) Los An
geles. S/9-4/5, nc

Choral Conducting 
DANCE BAND ARRANGING 
History A Analysis of Music

Harmony 
Guitar 
Mandolin 
Violin 
Clarinet 
Saxophone

Tha difference between mediocre outfits and those thet 
really get to the top is the difference between stock 
arrangements end personal arrangements which create 
a style—a trademark. You can learn to make these 
popularity-building arrangements by studying our con
venient HOME STUDY Hermony end Arranging Courses. 
Send today for free catalog and lessons! Check courses 
thet interest you.

Al ( The Flame । Phoenix.

Rico Serenaders. (Green’s Crystal Terrace 
Lounge) Duluth, Minn., cl

Rocco Trio, Buddy (Kentucky) Louisville,

(Paramount) Albany,

Lawrence. Elliot (On Tour) ABC 
Lewis, Ted (Latin Quarter) N

J J RAND LEADERS A J 
Investigai» Max's dramatic Hollywood stylo 
creations for outfitting bends end combos. 
Special discounts allowed

(Waldorf-Astoria) NYC. h 
(Paradise) Chicago, b 

Nat (Waldorf-Astoria) NYC.

Clifford. Bill ( Riverside » Reno. 
Crest, Dick (Palomar Gardens)

Dale Duo (Lighthouse) NYC, nc
Dante Trio (Neptune Room) Washington, 

D. C.. Out 4/3, nc
Davis, Tiny (Snookie’s) NYC, 3/16-29, nc 
Dee Trio. Johnny (On Tour)
De Paris Brothers (Jimmy Ryan’s) NYC
Domino. Fats I On Tour) SAC
Downs Trio, Evelyn (Rose Room) NYC,

Law, You Made 
Night Tao Short

Palmer. Jack (88 Club) NYC, nc
Parenti Ragpickers, Tony (Cromwell)

Miami Beach. Fla., h
Patterson Quartet, Pat (Air Force Club)

Lombardo, Guy (El Rancho Vegas)
Vegas. Nev., In 3/25. fa 

Long. Johnny (On Tour) GAC

that wishes to be listed in Where 
the Bandt Are Playing may do 
so by sending bookings at least 
four weeks in advance to Down 
Beat. 122 E. 42nd St*, New York,

our biographical files be com
plete, will all dance bands please 
send their press books to the 
above address?

McIntyre. Hal (On Tour) GAC
McKinley. Ray (Meadowbrook)

(Melvilla) Halifax. Nova 
(Tona) Hubbards, Nova

Francisco. 3/17-29, nc 
mmons, Del ( Stuyvesant )

Most careful workmanship. Accuracy 
of intonation. Great variety of facings 
and chambers, add up to

Ask your dealer to show you these fine 
mouthpieces for clarinet and saxo
phone

zo, Chris (Officers Club) 
Base. Rantoul, III., cl

LEARN to make your 
OWN arrangements

SHAWL COLLAR SPORT COAT 
Onigntd in Hollywaad. F««turn dramatic fan, 
rail shawl collar, distinctive <'oth-c««»red link' 
batten and gatch po.w*s Ils Ratltring fiilMrapa 
styling and ratalatianary tna-piaca bach meant 
rhvt and thoulden. trim roar hips. Superbly 
ta land in 100% waal Dannai Makas saedtrful 
vr.iferm for archostras and combos Navy, Oast. 
FowSe* Oluo or Gray Sins 14 lo 44 inch chosts.

Only $29.75

venting entertainment after I 
a.m. on Saturday. Dutch Meiman 
operator of the Say When led 
a pos-e of copit into the Hang 
over down the street when the 
latter duh continued lo operate 
after his had bee n do«ed.

Styla sonsatlon papa* 
Ianni by tap stars ,1 
■asic snd antartain- 
noni warld. Extra 
wlda-spraad celiar 
wilh full tali. Smart 
Franch caffi Arailablt 
in: WHITE-in Oatk«l 
wtovs Oxford Ciotti, 
Fiqu», Whitt-an-while 
ar Walflo-wtan.

Tour) SAC 
. Sy ( Copa Loungr) NYC,

NYC, nc 
Tulsa, Okla.

In th* HEART ,1

DETROIT 
huuig fuutd CMM

fir»» thing te de In Detroit 1» chock 
In at Hotel Tuliev I Vow'll enjoy 
•very minute. Newly modernised 
Beautifully decorated Within 
walking distance of all downtown 
•tores theatres and business actlv* 
Wies . ■ yet, you enjoy the ever, 
green atmosphere of Grand Circus 
Park . The Teller Coffee Shop or 
Cafeteria for oacollont food 
modestly priced.

VISIT OUR
COCKTAIL LOUNGf 
ONE 0» OETRO*’ 4 FINEST
•00 ROOMS e A 50 

fr«m * * m. 
Non* I. Rasbaa (¡n Mp

COLORS: m Oxford Hath or Chambray — fink. 
Use, Main Gray, Eggshell ar light Groen 
PIN STRIPES is lisa. Pink ar Main 
Sim 14 fa HV. racks In 1! la 15 titans 
Yowr monogram *mbr*M*r«d fr**

Only $4.95
SLIM JIM VELVET TIE

Extra lang and extra nerrow with square and 
Hack, navy, Tataen gmr ar gray $1.50

Wear this Dramatic 
Style Favorite of Top 
Band Men and Stan 
of Screen and TV

MAU YOUR ORDER TODAY'

Hollywood
861 9 Sunset Blvd

Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres 

New York I Chicago
5th Av. Pl 9 4600 I 203 No Wabash
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MUSICIANS!CLASSIFIED
GUITARISTSTwenty-five Cents per Word—Minimum 10 Words

HELP WANTEDARRANGEMENTS

$2.00

Hager

Lonu

'errece >

o., Out

Young*

) NY<
e> Fort

$1 00
AT LIBERTY

$0

I0IA Ju-Ju so
MISCELLANEOUS

Malcolm Iw. 1*1 i in rose.
SO

SO

$0FOR SALE

50WRITE FM INFORMATION NOW' APPROVED FOR VETS TRAININO

.50

SINUS SUFFERERSII
11 —MODULATIONS, and

FREE TRIALAMAZING NEW DISCOVERY $1.00
Voicing. Muter

ORGANISTS

LIARN HOT PLATINO

ELMER B. FUCHS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTSBrooklyn M, N. T.MS B. IM St.

Pink

5

5
ÌÌ7ui 48 “W FU a W.’UM OR

chart 
•nd

land tunes with chords $4.00 Beginners 
“Swing Drumminy" booklet. $1.00 Rick 
Shorey. Tamiami Trailer Park. Sarasota.

SAX SECTION replacements. Tenor. Bari
tone Box #A687. Down Beat, Chicago.

any Comlto. Paul Brizendinv. 1717 
throp. Chicago 40, Illinois.

FIVE PIECE COMBO Available for steady 
work, anywhere. Bill Taylor, 1149 Sem
mes. Memphis, Tenn., Phone 343267.

“Substitute 
New Scalee** 
“ Substitute

mun, 
i. Irti 
lang- 
1 the 
erate

Rrinittance Must Accompany Copy 
(Count Name, Address, City and State)

Classified Deadline—Five Weeks 
Prior to Date of Publication

ORCHESTRA STATIONERY. Business cards, 
Etc. Free Samples, M. J. Kutvrbach. 
P.O. Box 664, Pottstown. Pa.

08—EFFECTIVE HAMMOND 
GAN COMBINATIONS, 
of special sound effects 
novel tone combinations 

30—HAMMOND NOVE.TT

tight 
night 

S.F 
prv

Must play clarinet. Guaranteed weekly 
salary. Sleeper bus. One nighters with 
some location. Cut or no notice. Call or 
wire. Little John Beecher. 1611 City 
National Bank Bldg., Omaha. Nebr.

measure bridges leading from 
and to all popular keys J

COMFLETE PIANOSCORE arrnngwi. $<00

TIONS. In all popular keys $1.00 
10—MODERN PIANO RUNS, 180 

professional runs on all chords $1.00

1018 Pastime

BLOCk STYLE FOB MODERN PIANISTS 
revised edition, $3.00. Karl Macek. 1242 
Main St.. Springfield. Mass.

COMBO SPECIALS! I Written to order for 
any 2, 3 or 4-front line. Reasonable. 
Arranging Service. 334 Monroe Ave.. 
Rochester. New York.

WANTED MUSICIANS for replacements. 
(Piano man) Steady work. Guaranteed 

salary. Headquarters Des Moines. Some 
location. Do not live in bus. Jack Cole. 
1125-68th, Des Moines. Iowa.

Chord». Voicing*—Matte i

EXPERIENCED MUSICIANS. All imtru- 
ments, guaranteed salary. No hotel bills. 
Accommodations Modern l.and Cruiser. 
Verne Byers, 4551 South Ixigan. Denver, 
Colorado.

ARRANGER-SCORES only. Will style your 
hand! Box XTA-OSfi. Down Bent Maga
rino.

COLLECTORS ITEM BIX and the Famous 
Wolverine Band b x 1« Photo. $1.00 with 
order. Bud Ebel. 1832 Westwood Avenue, 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio.

Sead $3 each *o SAM 5AXE 
Postal or bank money orders only.

6513 Do Longpre Hollywood 28, Calif.

DIXIELAND ARRANGEMENTS 75e per ar
rangement. Zep Mvissnrr. 5015 Biloxi. 
Norlh Hollywood. California.

CHUCK BIRD Arranger, Former Lead Al
to with Tommy Dorsey . . . Writing for 
Bands, Comlws! Contact P.O. Box 384. 
Hollyhill, Florida.

GET FREE LIST band inst rument closeouts. 
BERli L ARSON mouthpieces. LOMA 
('OOPER, 63 E. Grand Ave., Chicago.

WRITE SONGS? Read “Songwriter’s Re
view” Magazine, 1650-DB Broadway, 
New York 19. 25c copy; $2 year.

50

loin.

1.93

( liicapo. Marcii 25, 1953 Classified Ads DOWN BEAT

de 
ut

Exclusive Photas
BANDS IN ACTION

Action clalun* nt *11 aama leaden, 
■«iieieien* -oaa/lata. Kxelueivo candid, ' 
'.lOMy 8x10 Unobtainable elsewhere 
Guaranteed to please or money refund 
rd. 25c each: $ for $1.

ARSENE STUDIOS
1383 BROADWAY, A. V. V 1

write songs?
NCSO OUTLETS FOR THEM? 

WHERE TO SEND THEM? 
READ! RUY!

SONG SALESMAN MAGAZINE
521 E. 5*h Stree* • New York ♦. N. V.

MUSIC ARRANGED. Have your music ar
ranged by the composer of “Log Cabin 
Home,” “An Old Deserted Ranch House 
on the Range" and others. Complete pi
ano score $20.00 or four part vocal ar
rangement $15.00. Send Manuscript to 
Don R. Olby, 818 North Van Buren, Mil
waukee. Wisconsin.

ARRANGING Anything from mouse to — ----------------------------- — -----------------------
modern. Bill Fritz. 527 Moro. Manhat- MUSICIANS for territory band. Guaranteed 
tan, Kansas. salaries. Cliff Kyes Orchestra. Box 611,

------*----------------------- — Mankato, Minnesota.
FAKE BOOKS WRITTEN your selection. 25 — --------------------------------------------------- —

standards' $3.00. 54 *5.00. 25 Dixie- NEED IEAD ALTO MAN IMMEDIATELY

-■•P Gia»» 

Fair

Cl«*r or 
C*,a Fra* Tinted Lenxe,caie free (M<# t

Brown or Black Frames 
Bop Tlos.................$1.00

SEBTON SALES CO. Oeyr 0
1145 E 14tk S*. Broaklyn 30. N. V.

C.O.D.', ozcnptsd

TAILOR MADE SCORES
for

Sympkomc Band, Concert Ore he, fra, 
Dance Bands, Combos. Choirs 
Choral Groups. Vocal Groups 
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Adirondack Arraoying Service 
FO Box 145 Amsterdam, N Y

TENOR BAND LEADERS
Versatile arrangements in all popular 
tempos. Distinctively phrased for tenor 
bands. Write today for our naw catalog.

PHOENIX MUSIC ARRANGING 
SERVICE

4Ob W Fiadman*, Phoenix Aril

NOWI Hio mw 
EMCU HagariM

Conteine original material. 
Monologue« Parodiea, Band 
Noveltiee. Skit», Dialogue«, 
Song«, Patter Gaga, Joke«. 
Suhaeriptlon, 82. Add 81 
for 6 gagpacked back iMuee.

EMCEE - Desk 2 
P.O. Box 983 

A—Chicago 90, Ill.

Cui. No
«2—GUITAR CHORDS, in dia

gram as wall as musical nota
tion. Also includes correct 
fingering, guitar breaks and 
transposing instructions $1.25 

56— MODERN GUITAR COURSE.
Single string technique, real 
jump style. Three main studies; 
Fingering, picking and tone. 
The most up-to-date course 
on the market $2.50

73—ULTRA MODERN BOOK FOR 
GUITAR. Professional runs, 
breaks, fill-ins, endings, mod
ulations. introductions and ac-
compartiments

guitar solos ...........................SI.25
91—NEW SOUNDS FOR GUITAR.

PIANISTS

», $/M-

long* 
link-

•«ent 
prrbly 
derivi 
luit. 

:hesh.
3.75

SOCIETY LIBRARY WRITTEN optionally for AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU to earn extra

INSTRUCTIONS 
SAXOPHONE 
CLARINET A
CLARINET,

For AO-LIB boohs 
n tach $1.00

^^//PIAN17
SEND < 2.°° for

P.O Bon 2M1-B Sal* Lok« CHy, U*ak

LASTS LONGER

HOLTON 
OIL

Superior spreodlnq power,

form consistency — Holton 
Oil teste best for easier, 
speedier Instrument action. 
No. 1—Trombone Slides 
No. 2—Valve Instrument« 
No. 3—Fine Mechanism« 
25c with swab applicator 

30c with dropper

MUSIC DEALERS EVERYWHERE

SEE PAGE 15-S FOR MORE 
CLASSIFIED ADS

BE A TOP PIANIST. MOOERNIZE
with

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEASI 

HOLD ALL SONGS. POEMS!
Write for cafe. correct procedure!

SONG SERVICE
Dept DB, 333 W Mth St.. N Y I*. N. Y.

DRUMMERS
Learn to Play Progrouivatyl

DRUMS VIBRAHARP TYMPANI
Priva*« louons and ensamblo work 
Send for "Sfreot Beef* A Tom Riffs"

CLARENCE CARLSON 
Ceimopolitan Schaal of kittle 
1625 Kimball Building, Chicago 4 

HArrimi. 7-4868

NE Wl FirebrifeLuminous colors

NOW AVAHA» HU .

DANCE ORCHESTRA 
POSTERS and CARDS

%«« Awutafa On Secondé 
LENNIE TRISTANO S

Mail order fl OS plus 35c mailing charges
TRISTANO STUDIOS, 3IT East 32nd Street. New York 16, N. Y

dollars by selling DOWN BEAT in your 
own neighborhood. Eor full information 
write Box WN. DOWN BEAT. INC., 
2001 Calumet, Chicago 16. III.

PLEASE send Bop Jokes to l>on My rus. 199 
Hui Jett St.. Schenectady. N.Y.

SCHOOL OF PERCUSSION ANO MUSIC

OHIO MIILDIN6 • SUITE 432 
501 S WABASH AVE., CHICAGO 5, III.

The finest professional teaching staff in the country, coupled with over twenty years of 
instruction using the most modern, practical methods, assures you of the training neces
sary to reach your goal. The Knapp School specializes in all branches of percussion 
piano, voice, theory, and all orchestral instruments

THIS AMAZING NEW DISCOVERY gives quick relief from sinus head
aches, pressure in forehead, soreness in eves, aching cheek bones, bridge 
of nose, top of head, back of head and down neck, can't think straight 
or see well at tunes even tho’ glasses have been recently fitted, nervous
ness, dizzyness. This new treatment relieves most sinus headacnes in few 
minutes and as general rule soreness in head, face and neck is entirely 
relieved in short time. No matter how long you have suffered or how 
chronic your case may be or how many different treatments you have 
tried or how much money you have spent without results, we believe 
you will be amazed at the fast relief this amazing new treatment gives 
you. It has given amazing fast relief to thousands. Write for FIVE DAY 
FREE TRIAL, post paid to you. no cost or obligation except this: when 
you write for it, it is agreed that you will mail it back at the end of 
five days if not satisfied, since it is not a sample

NATIONAL LABORATORIES, — LODI, CALIFORNIA

HEY!!!
■dapuoop jnoX 03 3q»u iqSno.tq 1V3H NMOU 

jo anssi X.i»Aa pun qasa Xofua pun Xnpo; uodnoo imp sn 
•sjnaX w.tqi .10 Omi joj gnua^Mo Xq sSuiabs ua\a aqctu una 
n°A 'OO’Gt X|uo 8}soa ¿yaa NMOG °) uoijduasqns jwaX-auo y 
puBjssMAU aq; uo saidoa .inoX auisrqj.ind Xq .twaX qana 09'9$ 
Xttd no^ -sn 03 vuqaq notinoa aqi Xuiu.inja.i Xq <*abs noX ‘s! 
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DOWN BEAT. INC. 
2001 Calumet Ave. 
Chicago 16. III.

Pinate «litar my DOWN BEAT subscription
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50—LATIN-AMERICAN RHYTHMS. 
Authentic versions of the 39 
most popular rhythms and how 
to play Latin-American instru
ments .................................1

BO—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE. 
Full explanation and examples 
of this modern piano style, 
including a block chord har
mony chart ..................... 1

88—MODERN BLOCK CHORD 
PROGRESSIONS. Examples 
and exercises for the progres
sive pianist .....................

901—PROGRESSIVE PIANO PAT
TERNS. Modern style jazz 
phrases tn all popular keys 

903—HOW TO USE lite AND 
13th CHORDS. Examples of 
modern chords applied to
popular songs ............

68—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HAR
MONIZATIONS. The modern 
way of harmonizing any mel
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chord formations ...

63—PROGRESSIONS IN 13th 
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FECTS, a collection of amus
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that teach syncopation .
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ments) ..................................... 
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SIC. Including special eser-

at sight .
43—C HORD CONSTRUCTION 
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52—HOW TO HARMONIZE MEL
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progressions for any melody $1.00

01—CHORD CHART. 132 popular 
sheet music chords..........

16—HOW TO PLAY B-BOP. Full 
analysis, theory and many ex
amples . ......................

47—IMPROVISING and HOT 
PLAYING. Hundreds of im
provisation patterns shown on 
all chords. A chord index 
locates many jazz phrases for 
any chord combinations.......

04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITU
TION*. chart of chords that 
may be used in place of any 
regular major, minor, and 7th 
chords ........................

57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MU
SIC. A scientific method with 
exercises that develop and im
prove the capacity for mem
orizing music ................

SB—BASS IMPROVISING BY 
CHORDS. How to find the cor
rect bass notes from popular
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